-INSIDEThe UNH men's lacrosse
team defeated Boston College 13-6 Wednesday afternoon. See related story
page 20.
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Feminist Karen Smiley
spoke about women's influence on society yesterday. See story page 13.
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House
gets new
• •
w1r1ng
By Lisa Sinatra
A major rewiring project has
been underway this past week
for the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity.
" The wiring is old and the
insulation covering it has
cracked off," said Captain William Cody of the UNH fire
department. "It's a good thing
we found this problem now. A
fire would start if a few conductors crossed," he said.
There is no danger to any
members of the house, he said.
The project will cost $22,900,
said SAE President Michael
Burns.
Burns said the whole house
needs rewiring but the rooms
which absolutely need work is
all of the third floor · (deck
room), and parts of the second.
The task should be completed
by the ends of exams or the
beginning of the summer, said
Cody.
On Wednesday, March 20
(during spring break), Durham
electrician Garth To"flman noriced the wiring problem while
installing smoke detectors. The
four brothers living in the house
at the time were evacuated for
four days while Cody further
inspected the building.
Tollman was awarded the bid
. to start work this week.
Earlier this year, some wiring
in the house was improved but

862-1490

Durham, N.H.

Bulk Rate U.S. Postaqe Paid
Durham NH Permit #30

Sculpture coops to fall

Clearing the
way for science
By Deborah Van Winkle
which DeVito described as
The first step in the con"outdated equipment-most of
struction of the new
it non-operational-damaged
Science/Enginnering Research furniture, and some weird
Center taken Wednesday with things that I couldn't identify,"
the removal of all metal, wood, had been given a way to any
and asbestos from the Kari-Van department that could use it,
. , offices and chicken coops, leav- and the rest auctioned off for
ing only the shells of buildings a total of $8,000.
, to b~ torn.down next week.
Max Torno, of Stuart Torno
Skip De Vito, director of fa- and Stuart Contractors, said that
. cilities planning, said the next the metal is being sold to
phase will be the grading and Madbury Metal, while the wood
excavation of the site, followed is being dumped behind A Lot
by the installation of utilities.
to be destroyed.
"After this we will start with
De Vito said that the wood
the foundations, said De Vito, wasn't good enough to use for
"and you will see the full shell anything
The S
odul d for demolition next week. by the end of '85," he said. The
"If people aren't even willing
(David Drouin photo)
building will be set for occupan- to pay you a dollar to cart it all
cy by August, 1986.
Cody said all wiring must be
The buildings' contents, DESTRUCTION, page 16
replaced in the house now.
Burns said the members of
SAE may retrieve books and
clothes from their rooms during
the day, but must find sleeping
quarters elsewhere. No one is By Kris Snow
planner and Student Senator
allowed on the second or third
For five hours on Monday and Kathleen Seger: "There are 30
floors at night because of the Tuesday about 20 UNH faculty students who were helped more
lighting that would be used to and administrators sat in the (than they would have been)."
illuminate the rooms, Burns MUB's Hillsborough-Sullivan
But the need for the program
said.
Room ready to advise undeclared itself demonstrates another
"There have been no prob- liberal arts students in class- need, Seger said. Students and
lems (about sleeping)," said choosing.
·
faculty, she said, need · to "work
Burns. He said they will be
But only about 30 students together" to make registration
allowed to enter the rooms showed up in the two-day pe- a period of wise decisionduring the evening hours within riod.
making instead of last-minute
The low number wasn't dis- panicking.
WIRED, page 9
couraging! said program
This week's program may
r~ {~t-,.~, -1.,,;;.,t-- - ,.:~;_,,- have been marred by an advertisement which misprinted the
f
J l'.(
, program
time, by the registrar's
late distribution of catalogues
. ,./
;-,,:_.,. and time/ room schedules, and
~77' by "student apathy," she said.
But Seger says she still has high
hopes.
"Students shouldn't be left

Pre pre-registration falters
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KATHLEEN SEGER

Pro-choice is UNH
students' choice

Street hockey moves onto the tennis courts, behind Huddleston Hall.(David Drouin photo)

By Deborah Van Winkle
But when asked, 25 UNH
Anti-abortion activists are students called themselves provisible-definitely visible. But choice; only individuals helping
here at UNH the students' co show the movie opposed the
choice seems to be pro-choice.
idea of abortion. ·
The issue is everywhere. The
Priscilla Neal, a 20-year old
Ne.w Hamphire Senate recently German and Russian major, said
passed a bill which states that she was definitely pro-choice.
life begins at conception and
"I understand their concerns
pro-life propaganda such a The but I don't think they're putting
Silent Scream was recently their energies into the right
shown at the MUB by members thing ," said Neal of the antiof the New Testament Christian
Fellowship.
ABORTION, r a; : 9
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Fowler: 44 years with .herd
By Andrea Holbrook
Bruce Fowler, dressed in a
gray sweatshirt and navy chinos,
walks down the rows patting
a behind here, and saying a word
there, to members of his team.
Fowler is not a coach and his
is not a team in the athletic sense
of the word. Fowler is UNH's
dairy herd manager and his team
is comprised of Guernsey, Jersey, Ayrshire, and Holstein
cows.
UNH has one of the top
university dairy herds in the
country, and years ago used to
have the best herd, said Fowler.
"Due to artificial insemination
( AI) fc1n11.c1.:, ha. vc n 1.11tc hcJ a.nJ

some have even surpassed us.
UNH was the first in the state
to do AI," he said.
Fowler said most of the cows
are bred by AL UNH has only
one bull, a Holstein named
A registered Holstein, part of the prized UNH herd, poses UNH I John Lancelot-"the
at the dairy barn on Mast Road.(Andrea Holbrook photo)
boys call him Sir Lancelot."
UNH keeps the bull because

some cows will accept natural
semen over frozen . "Mother
Nature sometimes helps us,"
he said.
Over the years, Fowler has
seen a lot of changes, especially
the use of AI. He has worked
in UNH' s dairy barn for 44 years
and has "seen a lot of students
come and go."
When Fowler first started at
UNH he shoveled manure onto
a cart drawn by a team of horses.
"Horses were in vogue then.
Shortly after I came here we
started using tractors."
"I milked by hand since I was
eight years until I was a junior
in high ~Lhool, then my father
switched to a machine. Today,
you can't"find people who can
hand milk," said Fowler.
As a supervisor Fowler says
he doesn't do a lot of milking.
The crew comes in at 4:15 am
and again at 3 pm. There's more
milk in the morning because of
difference between milking

Smith: Not an average ·kind of guy
By Jim Bumpus

>

He has an average, familiar
look to him. He's not the kind
of guy who causes heads to turn.
His name is certainly nothing
special. In fact, it's just about
as average as they come.
However, Mark Smith is not
an average man. In ~ddition to
being an English professor and
Director of the UNH Graduate
Writing Program, Smith has
published seven novels. His
work has earned him many
awards including the Rockefeller Foundation grant, a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship, a National Endowment
for the Arts Fellowship, and
most recently a Senior Fulbright
Lectureship to Yugoslavia.
Smith will leave for Yugoslavia in May for up to three
months of readings, lectures,
and other literary events.
"I wanted to go to Yugoslavia," Smith said. "It's the only
program that gives a travel
award for writers. I'd like to
spend some time on the
beaches," he said with a laugh.
Some of the events on his
agenda are a literary festival in
Bled, the Sarajevo Poetry Festival, and readings and lectures
at the U nviersity of Belgrade.
Smith earned the grant by
doing what he does best-writing.

Although he said he enjoys
teaching, he considers himself
a "fiction writer and novelist."
Smith attended Northwestern University where he majored in English and minored
in Classics. He has taught at
UNH since 1966.
"It's the only full time job I've
ever had," he siad.
Smith began teaching at
UNH out of necessity. After
graduating from college in 1960,
he lived in Boston and wrote.
He earned enough money to buy
an old farm in Northwood, NH.
Then he received the Rockefeller grant.
"The only way to get the
money was to be affiliated with
a university," he said.
When he learned that UNH
was nearby, he applied for a job
as an English instructor. UNH
hired him and administered his
grant.
Since 1966, Smith has worked
his way up from an instructor
to assistant professor to associate professor to his current
status as full professor.
He teaches undergraduate
fiction writing and advanced
fiction writing courses. He also
is a member of the board of
directors of Associated Writing
Programs (A WP). Smith said
his duties as a professor and

administrator leave him little
time to write.
"Right now, I don't have a
minute to write," he said.
Smith said he devotes the
summer to full time writing.
When his academic schedule is
not so hectic, he tries to write
two or three days a week.
Somehow Smith has found
the time to write seven novels
including "The Death of the
Detective," "Doctor Blues," and
"Smoke Street."
·
Smith's best quality as a
writer may be versatility. He
is difficult to categorize because
his · novels vary so greatly.
However, he has a general idea
of where he stands in American
literature.
'Tm fairly grounded in the
naturalistic tradition of American fiction writing in that my
writing i~ not fantastical," he
said, "However, I like to think
I have enough range to write
fantastical."
In fact~ his latest novel,
"Smoke Street," is a surrealistic
novel.
Smith has not set rules for
writing novels. He said he
doesn't even know how he'll
begin a new novel.
"A novel doesn't always start
with an idea," he said. "It can
begin with an image or a scene

MARK SMITH
or a character. It seems to vary.
The impetus to write a book is
the only constant," he said.
Smith said he likes to write
the draft of the last pages of a
novel at about the midway point
of the book because it allows him
to see "the lines of the novel."
The 49-year old novelist was
born in Michigan, (he calls it
"Hemingway-country") grew
up in Chicago, and now lives in
York Harbor, Maine with bi's
wife and four daughters.
SMITH, page 7
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BRUCE FOWLER
hours. Milking and washing up
takes about 6 hours a day during
which the animals are fed, said
Fowler.
UNH is starting to use the
main herd for research said
Fowler. Some of the cows wear
numbered tags around their
, necks called transponders . A
cow goes up to the feed trough
and the computer recognizes
the transponder number and
shoots out so much feed. Fowler
plugs the amount of feed the
cow is supposed to get each day
into the computer and the
computer allots it over 24 hour
periods.
Fowler said they are also
experimenting with feed types,
trying to get the best feeds at
the lowest prices which will
yield the best production.
UNH' s herd consists of about
160 cows, 60 percent of which
are Holsteins. "Guernseys and
Jerseys, the 'coward cows,' don't
give as much milk as the Holsteins and Ayrshires but the
butterfat content is better." The
average for the UNH herd is
5 5 pounds per cow per day.
Fowler tries to maintain the
' herd so at least 80 ·cows are
milking at a time. "There are
usually about 20 dry cows (cows
that aren't milking or are pregnant)." The rest are heifers or
first calf heifers, said Fowler.
· Heifers are females who have
not given birth, and aren't in
the milking string.
The bull calves are usually
sent to market, but some are
kept for breeding purposes. "Sir
Lancelot came out of our breeding program," he said.
Fowler said every cow in t_h e

MOOOO!, page 8

NEWS IN BRIEF
AIDS vaccin~ is planned The Red Cross Needs Problem drinkers
abound in NH
.
You!
Everyone in the US will need an AIDS jab when
.f nday April 19 is the last day of the 'Spring Fling'
a vaccine is developed, said Dr. James Curran, the
director of the government's AIDS surveillance
program, on Monday.
An international conference in Atlanta on
Acquired Immune Deficiency Disease (AIDS),
sponsored by the federal Center for Disease Control,
was told researchers are still far from developing
such a vaccine.
Researchers also gave progress' repor.ts on two
drugs-suramin and HPS23-which ~show some
ability to block the growth o(the AIDS vii-us in
patients.
- ··
-·
,·

blood drive and the Durham Red Cross urges
students to donate.
The Red Cross says it's looking for an extra 150
pints to meet the state's weekly needs. While the
blood mobile is in Durham, it is the only on-site
blood drive operation during the week and therefore
the only source of supply to the state's blood banks.
Today's drive will run from 10 a.m. to 3:15 pm.

The New Hampshire Offices of Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Prevention (OADAP) estimates there are
90,000 problem drinkers in the state. .
.
OADAP said alcohol and drugs are rnvolved rn
75 to 85 percent of all police work and court cases.
OADAP also reported alcohol and drug abuse costs
the state $270 million or $300 per person for crimir:al
justice, loss of work production, medical expenses,
and domestic violence.

NH taxes lowest

Correction

Despite a 28.5 percent increase in state tax~s ,
New Hampshire collected fewer ta:'es per captta
than other states during the last fiscal year , the
US Census Bureau reported Tuesday.

Sackett House was left out of the Mini Dorm
article in Tuesday's paper. Sackett House is the
physica l awareness dorm and 75 percent of the
students currently living there are returning.
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DeGraf generator
gets a clean-up
By David Olson
A group of physics students
is aiding in the clean-up and
repair of a 2 5-y.ear old Van
DeGraf generator in Conant
Hall, said Roger Arnoldy, Physics department chairman.
A Van DeGraf generator
accelerates positive particles
by dropping them through high
voltage electricity.
The generator was contaminated with radiation several
years ago, said Mike Frankauski,
a junior physics major working
on the project. "From what I

he said.
Calarco said those students
working on the project were
volunteers from the Physics
club. "When I asked, I was
surprised to find that four
students immediately volunteered. The cleanup process is
not an easy or fun job," he said.
Calarco said the cleanu_p was
a "step-by-step process. It is a
very time-consuming task. If
the students can't finish the
cleanup this semester, I'll work
on it this summer."
When the generator is run-

under:,tauu, il

ning again, Calarco hopeo to

wd::,

a n1.ild con -

tamination," he said.
John Calarco, an associate
professor of Physics and director
of the project, said the spill was
"not a dangerous spill, it was
actually minor. It was a surface
contamination that occurred a
long time ago."
Calarco said the only protective equipment needed for the
job were rubber gloves and
laboratory coats.
The radiation level was measured by Joan Holt of the UNH
Off ice of Residential Safety
before the students began the
cleanup, said Calarco. "The level
was found to be safe and allowable," said Calarco. It was not
detectable on a Geiger counter,

Kenney
talks
•
images
By Marc Micciche
When we walk into a room,
we try to project an image of
ourselves.
People in the room monitor
this image.
We try to predict their judgements.
These are three basic steps
in the comlex human behavior
of social interaction, according
to Professor David A. Kenney
of the University of Conneticut.
Kenney presented findings
from his research on social
relations models in a lecture
Tuesday afternoon, entitled "Do
We Know How Others View
Us?" The talk was sponsored
by the Psychology Department's
Colloquium Series.
His findings show that people
are accurate when predicting
others' responses.
Kenney proposes four types
- of accuracy. He defines Eleva.tion accuracy as "how people
generally judg·e how others
generally judge them."
"If people make good impressions, do others see them? This
level is Response-Set accuracy,"
he said.
. Individual accuracy is our
know ledge of the image we
project. Kenney tells people to
ask themselves, "If I make a
good impression, do I know it?"
At the level of Dyadic Accuracy, people must predict which
people have been favorably
impressed and which have not.
In the past, typical social
psychological studies have dealt
with biases in relationships.
These factors throw off the data
and do not provide an accurate
view of social relations.

make it a part of the senior
laboratory. "It will help the
students get a feeling of what
an industrial lab would be like,"
he said.
: Physics Students Lenny Best (left) and Mike Frankauski repair Van DeGraf g~nerator in
"Those who worked on the
I
cleanup will get first crack at Conant Hall.(David Drouin photo)
the generator," Calarco said.

Death of execs affects stock market
By Christina Felix
the market would -respond .. We
The sudden death of chief wanted to know 1t the deaths
executive officers (CEO's) with- would have a positive or negin US corporations has a direct ative effect."
effect on the security returns
Horrigan said he was surin the stock exchange, according prised by the results of the study
· to a recent UNH study.
and plans to continue it.
Horrigan said, "The security
Etebari,
Ahmad
UNH's
tend to drop the day of
returns
James 0. Horrigan and Jan L.
chairman of the board's
Landwehr did the study to the
but an increase exists
determine the specific effects death,
the 30 day
of chief executives' deaths arid later on, during
studied."
we
that
period
the causes for the c;orporation's
Etebari said they collected a
resulting change .
list of sudden CEO deaths from
the Wall Street Journal and
Started last spring, the study followed up in the New York
has now been concluded into a Times. After the elimination
paper called "To be or Not To of the extreme cases and after
Be-Reaction of Stock Returns extensive observation, they
To_Sudden Deaths of Corporate ended up with a list of 48 deaths
Chief Executive Officers."
for the study, he said.
The study states that "the age
Ahmed Etebari, a professor of a deceased chief executive
at the Whittemore School of officer could well have an imBusiness and Economics portant effect on the market's
(WSBE) said the paper's objec- not proven ability to partly
tive is to ''study the effects of anticipate a sudden death."
the chief executive officer's
Presidents, whose deaths
were to affect security returns, James Horrigan, (left) Ahmed Etebari and Jan Landwehr (not deaths on security returns."
were on the average younger pictured) prepared a study on the death of business executives
There is a positive effect on than the corporations' chairmen and stock prices.(Paula Thorsland photo).
the security exchange of stocks of the board.
upon the death of chairmen of
the board, but not necessarily
upon the death of a president,
said Etebari.
By Michelle Bolduc
to lose anything, just pay the he said.
Boucher said, "This morning
The Durham Trading Center service charge."
The chief executive officers
The owners of the Durham . a girl came in and sold us her
that were examined in the study opened for business Monday
are chairmen of the board and · April 1 in Bread and Butter, Trading Center also own Gills birthstone ring because she
presidents. Sudden deaths of formerly Community Market, Trading Center in Portsmouth, •needed money and a guy came
which is run like the Durham in and sold us his stereo."
heart attacks, . accidents, such on Main Street.
"But we don't give out big
"This is a pawn shop," said branch, Boucher said.as automobile accidents, and
According to the COI)Sumer bucks," she said. "That stereo
.cashier Laurie Boucher.
suicides were examined.
"Anyone can bring in any- division of the state Attorney is probably worth two hundred
to sell, except household General's office, neither the dollars but we're only selling
thing
Horrigan, also a WSBE proit for seventy-five dollars."
fessor, said he had "no precon- items and clothes, and we will Durham Trading Center nor
regare
Center
Trading
"We have to keep prices low
Gills
hold
or
immediately
it
sell
either
ceptions. We just assumed that
and affordable so people can buy
it for a designated amount of istered as businesses.
State law requires legitimate things," she said.
.
. time," she said.
Boucher said most of the
"When a customer brings 10 businesses to register with the
an item to sell, we give them Attorney General's office, but items they get are jewelry and
Kenney noted that "there a certain amount of money, a spokesperson from that office musical instruments.
The Trading Center does sell
have been very few studies of depending on the item, and then said there is no agency to enforce
some new items but most of
the accuracy of social perception we give the customer a date, this law.
Boucher said, "The owners their stock is received directly
in the last thirty years." His about a month later, to pick up
work breaks social relations the item if they still want it," thought this would do well with from customers.
"Business has been slow since
all the college students in Durdown into its components to Boucher said.
A month later customers can ham who want money right Monday but people have been
obtain the most accurate data
asking a lot of questions, they're
regain their items for the same away."
possible.
Ray Blaisell, owner of the kind of leary of doing it,"
price as they were paid plus a
Kenney was the final speaker service charge Boucher said. On Bread and Butter Grocery, rents Boucher said. "But once we get
a twenty dollar item the service out space to the Trading Center. going I think we' re going to do
in the department's colloquium
charge for one month is four "I know the owner and the two real well."
series this semester.
of us thought this type of shop
dollars.
Boucher said, "You don't have would do very good in Durham,"

Pawn shop opens in Durham

-_'

/,
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Christian, Islamic differences debated on video
and blood."
The Muslims tell us to worship God alone, and the Christians tell us to worship God
through devotion to Christ. But
choosing sides or proving one
religion right was not the purpose of the video tape or its
presentation. The makers of the
video claim it was "designed to
have a better understanding
between the two religions." And
Muhammad Anwar, Muslim
Students Association president ,
said, "Our idea of showing this
video is to remove some of the
misconceptions about Islam."

By Annamaria F ormichella
only through Jesus can we be each faith, the nature of Jesus vider who requires of his serThe Muslims, followers of the cleansed.
Christ, the notion of Original vants willing obedience and
religion Islam, believe in God,
These fundamental beliefs Sin, and the status of women effort." And he stressed a point
but do not believe Jesus was His were the basis of a Muslim in each society. Two men argued central to every Muslim argument and belief: "Do not accept
son. They follow the Koran, a Christian debate which took for each side.
book which they say was given place at the University of Kan"The God of eternity has anything without warrant. Man
to the prophet Muhammed by
established our fellowship with can find truth by being reasosas last year.
God in the seventh century A.D.
A videotape of this debate was Him through Christ. The iden- nable."
Throughout the debate, each
And they live by the belief that shown in the Forum Room of tity and nature of Christ is the
a man who accepts God and does the library Tuesday night, spon- ' basis for reconciliation," said side returned to a basic printhe good thing whenever pos- sored by the Muslim Students Christian Gene Tuel in response ciple. The Muslims said, 'Jesus,
son of Mary, was no more than
sible will achieve salvation.
Association, and attended by to the first question. '
The Christians, on the other about thirty people. ,
Gary Miller, a Christian- an apostle of God." And the
hand, believe Jesus was God.
The tape was about two hours turned-Muslim, said, "God has Christians insisted, "Jesus was
They claim we are all born with . long and centered around four no offspring. He does not beget not just a man speaking the
. the .original sin of Adam and basic questions: the natur~Qf_ or adopt. God is a loving pro- word of God, but the living,
breathing word of God, in flesh

Church important in Soviet bloc
By Erika Randmere
The Russian Orthodox
Church in the USSR is one of
the wealthiest in the world and
is a very important factor in
Soviet society, said the Reverend
Christoph Schmauch last night.
Schmauch spoke to about 20
people in the MUB about
churches in Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union. Schmauch's
lecture included a slide presentation, a video of Billy Graham,
and a video of a delegation of
Americans representing different religions visiting the Soviet
Union.
·
·
Schmauch, a minister of the

TASk TIP OF ·THE DAY: _ .. , _
Once you have been given a term paper:asslgnment,
generate general questions that will both help.cyem-decide•
on a topic a:nd provide you. with the questions that will
make up your topic.

United Church of Christ, is an
executive committee member
of Ch~istians Associated forRelations with Eastern Europe
and a member of the Europe
Committee on the National
Council of the Churches of
Christ ih the United States. He
has been involved in many
exc~anges between this country
and Eastern Europe during the
last 20 years.
- ' In the past year, Schmauch
said 50,000 Americans have
visited the USSR. Most have
been religious groups going in
an effort to make the point that
regardless of Reagan's policies,

attempts have to be made in
relations and discussions on
mutual concern, he said.
Schmauch said although the
Communist party does not endorse religion it -does realize its
importance to the people.
"There are, after all, 50-60
million Orthodox churchgoers
and only 18 million Communist
p~rty members. Not to mention
other religions," said Schmauch.
Schmauch attributed the stability between church and state
to Stalin's realization of the
importance of religion to the
people. During World _War 11
soldiers sent letters home asking

Summer Jobs

Summer Day Camp Counselor
Positions

1,

~

►

in Manches,ter _N ew Hampshire

.

Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center.
2849 Brown Ave. Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637

family members to pray for
them.
The Orthodox churches in
Eastern Europe and the USSR
are organized by area, such as
Russian Orthodox, Rumanian
Orthodox, and so on, while the
Roman Catholic church is centralized, said Schmauch.
Schmauch said Russians became Christians in the year 988
AD and the Orthodox Church
in Russia will celebrate its
1000th birthday in three years.
"You can be sure that the
Communist party will become
USSR CHURCH page 5
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problem and its effects are widespread.
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A Katharine Gibbs Education is available in a
!
variety of Programs from 11 weeks to 2 years.
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CTC plans finance lectures
By Cyndy Cumings
Are you gambling with your
money? If you are, the Commuter/Transfer Center's Consumer Awareness/Personal Financial Management Week just
.might help.
Utilities, bank accounts, credit, and insurance will be the
topics of four workshops to be
held in the MUB from 12 to 1
p.m., Monday through Thursday
next week. The workshops are
designed to help students manage their money and will feature
r~presentatives from local busrnesses.
"Students need to be· made

New England Telephone,
PSNH, and Northern Utilities
will address questions regarding
service, rates, and deposits.
"Depending on where individuals make the majority of
their toll calls, they may be able
to get a lower rate by taking
advat;;ige of one of the calling
options we offer," said Paul
Hardiman of NE telephone.
Hardiman and Deb Webster
will discuss types of telephone
services, alternatives, and billing
arrangement at Monday's workshop.
On Tuesday, April 23 in the
MUB's Carroll/Belknap room,

a wart u{ both thci1· rights and

Janet Rene from Se~co~<;t S::iv-

the rules," said Robin Hirschfeld, director of the week and
intern at CTC. In light of the
recent popularity of 'get-richquick' schemes (pyramid game),
there seems to be a need for .
sound financial advice, Hirschfeld said. On Monday April 22
in the Hillsborough/Sullivan
room a panel of speakers from

ings will discuss compounding
interest, different accounts, .and
check holding.
"Students need to know what
their different accounts offer
in order to choose one to suit
their needs," said Rene.
On Wednesday, April 2-4 in
the Senate Room, Joyce Cavanaugh from the Cooperative

·USSR CHURCH•
(continued from page 4)
involved in some way," he said.
After Lenin, religions in
Communist countries experienced equality, though the
religions were restricted. For
example, Orthodox funerals in
Rumania sometimes included
Lutheran bands.
The Russian Orthodox
Church, like those in the US, .
is not taxed. Money is collected
through donations given during
three-hour services, from the
sale of church-made candles (the
church has a monopoly on the
candle business), and paid-for
prayers.

-. • • thru April 19th • • •

Shrimp ·Boat
Special

$2.99

CALENDAR

Extension Service will speak on
establishing credit and interest
rates. Cavanaugh warns, "Seniors are targeted by credit card
mail solicitations. People should
understand all the terms of the
agreement before they sign
anything."
On Thursday, April 5 in the
Carroll/Belknap room, a workshop on health, car and renters'
insurance will be given by Louis
Bergeron, and insurance representative.
"The _w orkshops will be an
excellent opportunity for students to ask questions," said
Hirschfeld,.
All students. both commuters
and residents are invited to
attend the workshops next
week.

-"

-GROUNDSplus tax

O~STER RIVER
SEAFOOD
also serving all your

Take-Out Favorites
Now ... deep fried fish in DURHAM!
9 Madbury Road ... 868-1177

...

<continued from page 6)
agreed. "The campus is improving. You've got to expect things
to be continually maintained and
improved."
"I don't think it (the campus)
is in desperate need of repair,' 1
_.._._._..
said junior Sheryl Powers.

,

__. _______

FRIDAY, APRIL 19
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "It's a Spring Fling at the
Bloomin' Blood Drive." Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.3 p.m.
SOFTBALL: Women vs. Holy Cross, double header. Field
House, 3 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 20
NEW GAMES: Sponsored by the New Ham shire Outing
Club. The lawn between T-Hall and DeMeritt, 2:30-4 p.m.
LACROSSE: Women vs. Massachusetts, Memorial Field,
1 p.m.
LACROSSE: Men vs. St. John's, Cowell Stadium, 2 p.m.
COMIC MOVIE NIGHT: Laurel and Hardy, Charlie Chaplin,
The Little Rascals, and more. MUB Pub, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Students, $1; Non-students, $2.
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: An entertainment alternative
featuring live music. Devine Ground Floor Lounge, 8 p.m.

1

SUNDAY, APRIL 21
MU.SO PILM:

l
I~
J
t

Huddleston Hall.
Office work to assist with arrival
of new foreign students to UNH.
Typing, filing, receptionist,
assist with orientation planning.
Office miscellaneous.
About 30 hours/week
at 4/hr; May-August.
Possible option to continue in Fall.
Apply at once to
Morisse Chorlian 862-2050.

SOFTBALL: Women vs. Providence, double header. Field
House, 3 p.m.
Th~ New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in R?om
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03~24. A?v~msers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will m no case be
responsible for typographical or other err~rs, but will reprint_ that _P~rt
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if nouf~ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, .
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue ,.
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RESUME SERVICE
••
••
IS OUR SPECIALTY
•••
WITH TWO WAYS TO TRAVEL
••
-COPY-PRINTING
TWO
ONE
••

!.»
Photo Copies

8¢
8 1/2

J

J.....~..............,..~...-...,..,...,_,....

-

Typeset 25 sets
$45.00 ProjeIIiona/

CAMPUS COPY

: *Typesetting-Business cards, letterheads and-envelopes
: *Wedding invitations-offset printing, l & 2 color

.•
•

across from
Community Market
47 Main St., Durham
868-2450

__.
A•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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PHOTOSMITH

THE QUALITY STANDARD FOR NEW ENG~AND

48 Main St.
Durham
868-1000
1

• Same Day Color Print Film
Processing
• Original Rolls In By 10:30 AM
Finished By 5:00 PM
•WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY With All Your PHOTOSMITH Photos.
If For Any Reason You Are Not ... Please Say So. We Wili Either Remake Them
To Your Satisfaction Or Cheerfullly Refund Yom Money.

Tuesday, April 23 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Elliot Alumni Center
"1925" Room

r-

Papers given throughout day

EXTRA SET OF PRINTS

Topics will include:
...

..,

With This Coupon

FREE
*Young Children's Self-Esteem
*Spiritu~l Shopping in Religious Groups
*South American Indians and the Supernatural
.*Dorm Dynamics in the Political Awareness Dorm
*Vietnam: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Receive A Second Set Of Color Prints FREE
With Every Roll Of 110, 126, 35mm, Disc Color
Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
One Coupon Per Order. Expires 5/15/85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers
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~
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(J)
3::
~

::
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,,.

..,
With This Coupon

$2.00 OFF

SANDWICHES AND COFFEE AVAILABLE FOR LUNCH
.•~,

••

11

\ e *Professionalism & Quality at reasonable prices

4th ANNUAL

SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY CONVENTION

Type 25 sets
$15.00 Economical
$16.00 with permanent
memory storage

Think Campus Copy for all your copy needs.
Our time is quick. Let us prove it.

J

~

X

-

Self service

t

t

Yuu Cuuh.l Sec What I Hear," Strafford

TUESDAY, APRIL 23
MUSIC DEPARTMENT CONCERT: UNH Percussion
Ensemble. Suite from Petroushka, Stravinsky; "Hoedown"
from Rodeo, Copland; Take Fivel Brubeck and The Swords
of Moda-Ling, Peters. Bratton Rernal Hall, 8 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Realism" Gary Lindberg. · Room
216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

J

l
l

"I{

Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

f latenatitul Office SIIIUIII' Won Stady t
f International Students Office, f
J
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PHOTOSMITH LAB

0

DEVELOPING AND PRIN)"ING

0

~

(J)

3::
Offer Valid On Sizes 135, 110, 126 & Disc
~
·Kodacolor Or Compatible Color Print Film
::
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order
~annot Be Combined With Other Offers. Expires 5/15/85,,;
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NOTICES
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SPANISH CLUB INFORMATION-SHARING
SESSION: Interested students and faculty are
encouraged to come share Spanish or Latin
American recipes with us so that we can make final
decisions on our food table for the International
Fiesta on May 3. Volunteers needed to cook and/or
sell. Meeting, Friday, April 19, Tin Palace (front
room), 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
ANNUAL SOCIOLOGY/ ANTHROPOLOGY
CONVENTION: Sponsored by Sociology/ Anthropology Department. Tuesday, April
23, Room 1925, Alumni Center, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
UNH WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Elections
will be discussed. Monday, April 22, Room 215,

Peuee Hall, 7 p.111.

and female interview clothes. Discussions on
accessories and make-up. Wednesday, April 24,
Lo~n_ge of Apartment Complex, Community
Bu1ldmg, 7 p.m. Free, open to public.
HEALTH
WORKSHOP ON "BODY IMAGE AND YOU":
Sponsored by Health Education Center. Explore
the i~fluences of the media upon your personal
body image. Monday, April 22, McLaughlin, 7:30
~m

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
lC'{U!lCU. c .. II 062 -3 527 or
- stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
bduw. Rt:~buaduu i:,

CAREER
AFTER LIBERAL ARTS, WHAT?: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Workshops for
Liberal Arts undergraduates to assess their skills,
interests and values. Participate in panel of LA
employers and recent LA graduates. Strengthen
decision making skills for making career/ life
choices. Tuesday, April 23 and 30, Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 7 to 8:30 p.m. For informaiton,
call Marge Lawton, 862-2010.

LASER PRINTER DEMONSTRATION: Digital
Equipment Corporations LN03 Laser Printer is
a fast, quiet, compact, tabletop, letter-quality printer
which prints up to 150 printable characters in a
variety of font styles. It works in a number of DEC
operation system environments for both word
processing and graphics software packages. Thursday, April 25 at 1:30, 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.

SUMMER JOB INFORMATION SESSION:
Sponsored by CarC;er Planning and Placement.
Monday, April 22, Grafton Room, Memorial Union,
noon.

GENERAL

MUB INFO~MA TION TABLE: Sponsored bv
Career Plannmg and Placement. Monday, April
22, Balcony Table, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30
p.m.

UNIVERSITY LOST AND FOUND: Sponsored
by Office of Student Activities. The University
Lost and Found is located in the Office of Student
Activities, Room 322, Memorial Union Building.
All found items can be sent to the Office. All items
are kept for at least 30 days. If you have lost
something, stop by to see if it has been turned in.

~~=f~:=:!;;iY{❖>.::::.<::'*.:hl:':i-:::~~~~

Electronically Typed
$15.00 includes
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

Plus
25 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 extra sheets of paper

(Changes eas_ily made with our 30 day memory storage.)
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30; Saturday 9-12

:s::Y
,-~
&1Qpy

•Economy

Jenkins Court • Durham New Hampshire 03824 • Tel. 603-868-7031
/ ;';"f( ·; .. >Y; ·;;; ·-·., ·,;·{ • :,:.:<.,:·•
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By Ed Garland
It's spring cleaning time again
atUNH.
Facilities Planning is in the
process of improving campus
grounds and working on various
projects-but to some it seems
as if thF.se "improvements" will
never be finished.
.. The general appearance of
the lawns seems to have been
neglected," said junior Dan
Joyce. "There's a definite lack
of flowers and springtime atmosphere."
SK1p DeV1to, .Fac1lmes .Planning director, said further work
will be done on the College Road
pedestrian mall this summer,
and landscaping around the
planned science and research
building will be completed
during the summer of 1986.
"It's (the grounds work) more
of a long process, more-than a

single project," De Vito said.
"We're not tearing things up
and leaving them there. Improvements are being done in
stages."
But those improvements have
mixed reviews from students.
Some say the campus is improving; others say it's a mess.
"The grounds look pretty
good, but I think the lawns are
starting to look shabby because
they' re worn," said sophomore
Myron Ritrosky. But junior
Anne Brunette said she's noticed
improvemem.
The area around Stoke Hall ·
"was a mess before they planted
grass and added sidewalks and
greenery."
"I like the improvements,"
she said.
Sophomore Jeff Porter

GROUNDS, page 5

r----------------------------------------i
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!i FRESHMAN ORIENTATION ACADEMIC
STUDENTS WANTED for

FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE PROGRAM LEADERDRESS FOR SUCCESS PROGRAM: Sponsored SHIP POSITIONS: Application available for
by Undergraduate Apartment Complex. Clothes· positions for next semester through April 22 in
supplied by Porteous Department Store of Ne- the Dean of Student's Office, Huddleston, 8 a.m.
wington. Students will model appropriate male ~o 4:30 p.m.

·aurham

Landscap ing plans
to improve campus

«::r,:_>· •jj;?/4:•.. ·• _,.:· ,: ·,-.,,:. ·.::: .. :, '½, ~:-•-•.., :,:--.. /,-;;X,:',:!:;p(?~/.;·::./:?:;,; · .; ~••:· . m?-: V,/n'.· ,;:,-{;
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ADVIB™G

-=========-

6 Liberal Arts students, juniors and/or
i seniors, with a GPA of 2. 7 or greater, to work
i with the College of Liberal Arts Academic
Advising Center from June 10, 1985 through
l June 28, 1985. Primary responsibilities include
assisting new students in the selection of their
i first semester courses and disseminating
~ academic information to individuals and to small
groups. Payment will be $300.00 There will be
training sessions, and some evening work will
r
l be required.
Applications are available in the College of
~
Liberal Arts Academic Advising Center,
, Murkland Hall #111. To apply, -return the
completed application to the Academic Advising
i Center by May 1st.
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L_ ---- _. .______. . __.. . . ., __ J.
The following intern positions for
fall semester 1985-86 are available:
Student Catering Coordinator
Assistant Student
Catering Coordinator
Beverage Manager
Hotel 403 Lab Manager
Food and Beverage Controller
Sales and Marketing Manager

Job descriptions can be picked
up at the Food Service department in the MUB.
-Hotel, Business Administration, T-School
Food Service Management and Culinary
students preferred.
Resumes and letter of intent are due by April 26.
Submit them to Jack Hogan in the MUB Food Service
department.
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-----SMITH----(cominued from page 2)'
"I feel like the old guard now," said. "It's as good or better as
he said. "When I first came here anyplace in the country."
Smith is now working on a
I was the young Turk."
He said the Engl1sh dep-art- : book of short stories and a
ment has improved tremend- historical novel.
· Smith said he is unsure about
ously in the last 20 years.
"The English department his future. He'll keep writing
must be a good program," Smith fiction, bur he said it may soon
said. "The teachers get high be time for a change in his
evaluations. There are a high teaching career.
"I can't foresee ever going to
number of majors. There
wouldn ' t be so many English Hollywwook and writing screenmajors if the program wasn't plays," Smith said with a smile.
With a name like Mark Smith,
good. They'd major in Communications or Economics or some- he'd never make it in Hollything. The undergraduate writ- wood. Maybe he should consider
ing program is superb," Srpith a pseudonym.

T

HOW YOU GET TREATED

0

SAY

HELIX

·.·'T'
E
-· E

CUSTOM SCREE-NPRINTING

DEPENDS ON THE UNIFORM
YOUWEAR.

Earn the right to wear-one of ours, and you'll be treated with all the respect and
dignity accorded any Army officer.
Because you'll be one-a commissioned officer in the US. Army. You'll earn a salary commensurate with civilian nursing pay, with exceptional
benefits which make your salary go farther, such as food and housing allowances.
You will also get a chance to grow; to further your skills, and to continue your
education.
·
And to serve your country.
To find out what it's really like living in an Army Nurse's uniform, talk to some,
one who knows. An Army Nurse Corps recruiting specialist.

US Army .Recruiting Station,

Remember: Others Print
- We Create

DOVER - Tel. 742-3702

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

449 Cen~ral Aye.,
Dover,t NH _, 03820
,
(603) 749-6465
.
.L.

l

#

VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
(1985-86 Academic Year)

T-tte ~icJ1e

Coff~el1ouse
,

UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL BOARD
UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD
RESIDENTIAL ~JUDICIAL BOARD
JUDICIAL' ADVISER

An Entertainme·nt Alternative
·presents

Mary Maguire
applications:
can be picked up at the
Dean of Students Office
or at the
Student Senate Office -

April 20th

Room 7L Devine Hall

Clllact
Laurie Kroos or David Burr
Dean of Students Office
862-2050
For Additional Information
deadli■c

Apri_l 22, 1985

8 p.m. - 12 midnight ·
-

Free Admission

Funded by PFO

•

••
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-SNOW?

(cominued from page 2)
milking herd has a name although numbers are used for
rec6rd purposes and in the
compu~er. "I_know all the cows
by name," he said. I can probably
remember cows names better
than humans."
Fowler .said he has seen a lot
of students go through over the
years. "We have as many girls
as boys working now. That's a
definite change from when I

started.'! He said he hires about
five students a year, most of
whom are agriculture science
majors. The students do the
feeding and prepare the feeds.
On the staircase leading down
from Fowler's office to the barn
sat a gray long-haired cat.
"That's Old Blue, she's been
here as long as I have," he said ·
·
before he walked away.

M.U.S .O. Film Series p~esents~..

Doub le Indemnity

···~······ ··········· ·······"·•
···········
·-••
;
Happy Birthd ay
•
j

•

•
•••
••
•

Brooks

J:Y i

1-,ove

··········· ··········· ··········· ······~

~!
------------------.
.•
• ADOPTION
l~------------------~ Professional married couple wish to

~

adopt a newborn. Will pay all
legal & counseling expenses.
~edical,
,,_

i

·

,
Please contact
Robert Bossie, 440 Hanover St. i
Manchester, NH (603) 668-2222~i

______________________________________.

;

Fulltime Undergrads 1.00
Others 2.00

Sunday April 21, 1985
7:00 and 9:30

in the Strafford Room
in the MUB
This chilling and unusua~ film is a tale of murder. The scheme is
infallible, the method, undetectabl e, and the execution of the crime,
flawless, as Blonde Barbara Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray connive
to kill her husband and collect his insurance money.

Jackets
For Spring
Clipper
For Women

For Meri

NOW

29.90
SAVE $3050 MAIN STREET, DURHAM
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 9:30 to 5:30 p.m.
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--------'.AB ORTION--- (cominued from page 1)
'Tm surprised the bill even
abortion activists.
"They should put the effort made it to bill form," Dodge
and money into good alterna- said.
"Abortion is definitely a
tives like homes for unwed
mothers, instead of using scare woman's choice," said biology
major Ara Tamzarian. "There
tactics," Neal said of the film.
Mark McKenna agreed. Abor- is too much being made of it.
tion should be left up to the And it shouldn't be illegal."
But earlier interviews showed
indvidual. "No one should take
that right away from them," said : a different attitude.
·
Theresa Baker, a med-tech
·
McKenna.
Although interviews were student who was involved in the
conducted throughout the cam- showing of The Silent Scream,
pus, none of the pro-life cru- is a pro-life advocate.
"It's our hopes and prayers
saders who had been passing
out literature at the MUB all that people will realize that a
human life is at stake here. We
week, seemed to be available.
Near the Mill Road Shopping tell people about places like the
Center.Julie Scaramella, a senior Crisis Pregnancy Center that
communications major, said • provides alternatives to abortion," said Haker.
abortion is a woman's right.
Tim Hayner, another partic"I know several people who
have had abortions, and it wasn't ipant in showing the film, said,
an easy choice," Scaramella said. "People have 'to be informed.
Mary Jane Dodge, a sopho- Pherology ( the method of phomore biology major_,said "I d_o n't tographing the fetus in the
see the point in outlawing womb) has pr~ven that a hum~n
abortions. They'll just happen is in the womb, not just a thing,"
·
·
anyway and it will just bring that he said.
backyard, coathanger abortions.

DERNESS
TRAILS

-----WIR ED------(continued from page 1)
problem and have been very
·
two weeks.
Cody said he is pleased with responsive and helpful."
Burns agreed, "The Fire Dethe working relationship he has
with the fraternity, "Everyone partment has.been very helpful
is cooperative," he said. "They and there have been no probf
recognize the seriousness of the lems."

I
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Campus Reps Wan(ed
The largest beer distributor in thJ
;
State of New Hampshire
is looking for 2 ·aggressive college students
for promoting Miller, Lite and Lowenbrau
on campus. Possible summer employment
Interview< will be held Fri. 4/26/85

between 2-5 p.m.
downstairs at the Tin Palace in Durham.
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POOL LIFEGUARD WANTED
Pool lifeguard wanted
at Gunstock in Gilford, N.H.
Advanced life saving required. WSI not required.
For application write:
Gunstock, POB 336, Laconia, N.H. 03247,
Attn: Sharon Workman

-~ -:::---

A superb location and acres of
quiet 111xw",', located just minutes from Jowntown Dover, can
be yours at The Garrison. Our
1wo bedroom, one and one half
bath townhouses feature: Spacious airy living rooms and
dining areas. Oversized master
bath. French doors to private
decks. Second floor laundry
hook-ups. Fully applionced kitchens. Full basements and detached garages. Tennis court,
swimming pool and picnic area. Located only 8 miles from
Pease Al r Force Base and 4
miles from LINH. Take Exit 7
from Spaulding Turnpike one
half mile west on Rte. 108.

a condominium village

$67,900
sales office on site• open 6 days. 11 am to 5 pm• r~onday by
appointment• ( 603) 742-8303 • marketE:~ ~xclus1vely by
N rwood Realt New HomesQ1y1s10.n.

I
I

r
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Editorial
Forgiving the Unforgivable
It is a long-standing tradition and duty
of the press in this cpuntry to watch carefully
the actions of the pe.o ple in public off ice.
The President is most often the most closely
observed person in that category, and rightly
so.
Recently our President has been embroiled in a controversy over his decisions
as to where he should and should not go
in Germany.
The President decided that as a gesture
of reconciliation he would lay a wreath at
a Nazi cemetary, in which may be buried
Waffen SS Officers responsible for the
torture and death of not only Jews but
Americans and anti-Nazi Germans.
This decision, as despicable and disheartening as it was, is perfectly in keeping
with Reagan's past record. This is the same
President who 'jokingly' announced that

the bombing of the Soviet Union would
begin in five minutes. The same man
defined ketchup as a vegetable and told
us sa~ely that trees contribute to air
·
pollution. The list goes on.
The problem with his latest faux pas is
the absurdity and affront it displays. ·How
can leader of the free world choose to lay
a wreath ·in the cemetary where the
perpetrators ot the wor1ct·s most horrendous
act of oppression and racism lay in death?
Reagan further dishonored every person
who served or suffered during World War
II by making lame excuses about initial
decision not to visit a Nazi death camp.
Can it really be that he said he didn't want
to make the Germans feel guilty about
World War II?
If this were the case, why would he feel

compelled to make them feel better about
it by placing the wreath and if they don't
feel guilty about it now, why is a gesture
of forgiveness or reconciliation being
displayed?
Reagan should apologize to all people,
including the Germans, for this stupidity.
He should then take up his desire to thank
the German people of today for accepting
TTS Pershing missiles in their country. This
is what the man was trying to do in the
first place.
Reagan has made something of a conciliatory gesture by including a trip to
Dachau in his itinerary but that will not
heal the wound he has opened for millions
of people. The only way that he can do that
is to cancel his trip to the military cemetary
and denounce the acts committed by the
people who lie therein.

Nothing to Fear
In the Granite State Room of the MUB
today a group of people are working to
collect what could well be the difference
between life and death for thousands of
New Hampshire and Vermont residents.
While students are passing between
classes or rushing to jobs, the Red Cross
Volunteers are working to collect the blood
that is necessary to the survival of so many
sick and injured people.
This may not affect you today or tomorrow, but there is a high probability that
you or someone you care about will need
blood.
It is obvious that the blood you give today
will not be the same blood that you might
need in the future, but the more blood that
is given, the greater the likelihood that
what you need will be in storage when your
time comes.
Currently there are many excuses that

people use not to give blood. Most of them
are ridiculous, to say the least.
The most fearsome of these is the
possibility of contracting AIDS. There is
absolutely no basis in reality for such a fear.
It is simply not possible for someone to
get A~ps by giving .blood. The chance of
contracting any disease from blood donation
is so low it ·is not even worth considering.
Many people fear the needle, thinking
it will cause them pain. It cannot be denied
that there is a small amount of discomfort
invoh;ed i,n giving blood, but when compared to the good that a single pint of blood
can do, only the most heartless could use
such an excuse.
When it tomes down to the bottom line
there is no reason not to give blood except
for those medically excluded. If this is the
case you can still help the Red Cross by

stopping by to offer your time . They need
all the people who can give the time to help
with the many small tasks that need to be
done.
Many people in the UNH community
are already giving regularly, yet the record
collection in one blood drive is only in the
range of 1200 pints. That simply is not
enough. This University can do far better.
Whenever a blood drive is held at UNH,
the Brothers of Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
issue a challenge to all fraternities. Their
challenge is simple: 'Let's see which house
can get the highest percentage of brothers
to turn out for the blood drive'.
It should be the challenge of the entire
community to make sure that every member
makes it to the blood drive. It may be a cliche
but sometimes these things must be done:
"Give blood, the life you save may be your
own".

Letters
Evolution
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the
disappointment we felt at the
coverage of S.J. Gould in the article
" Evolution: Just a Pool Game,"
(April 12) written by Chris Wagner.
Judging from the context of the
article one wonders if the author
attended the lecture. Although the
subject is a complex one and Gould's
delivery was difficult for anyone
to interpret, the review given is
a lm o st completely in accurate .

Quotes were taken from the talk,
put into a different context, totally
misrepresenting what was said. One
example of poor coverage would
be the quote on the human brain
stating "the human brain may after
all be the architectural by-product
of such a change." What Gould was
referring to during this section of
the talk was the size of the human
brain may be a by-product of its
development, not the brain itself.
Another example is the statement
that "variations which occur in the
process of evolution are promoted
by the architecture of the gene."
This is not true and Gould never
said that it was.
All of the statements on mutation, Darwin and natural selection
are p oo rly explained and quoted
out o f context. For example, take

the synopsis of the evolutionary
pool game. True, the cue is natural
selection and the table is smooth,
however, Gould interprets the
organism as being polyhedral.
Although natural selection is acting
upon the pool ball, it may only move
in certain directions due to it's
architectural constraints i.e., the
angular sides of a polyhedron.
Because of the difficult nature
of Gould's subject, an accurate and
concise review of what Gould said
would have been valuable for those
who were unable to attend well as
for those who had difficulty interpreting the topic.
Gail Ridgeway
Karen Smereka
Department of Bo tany and Pl ant
Pathology
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University Porum
SFS: Experience with ,a lasting impact
By Chuck Nieder
A well rounded education is not obtained from
a text book, scribbled on a blackboard, or gained
by pushing a pencil. The University of New
Hampshire has given you the background, the tools
of the trade. Now it is time to test your knowledge
in the field, put these tools to use, and practice
what has been preached to you for the past year
or more.
Based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, The School
for Field Studies (SFS) places hundreds of college
science and non-science majors; and high school
students in the field to ~xperience first hand the
rigors of field research. Last August I enrolled in
SFS and traveled to Glacier Bay National Park,
Glacier Bay, Alaska with nine other college students
to study human disturbance and natural impact
on harbor seals. The events preceding, during, and
after .this study have strengthened my career goals,
answered most of my questions about scientific
procedures, and helped the Park Service understand
these animals better.
SFS is a non-profit organization, so their objective
is to keep the cost of education down which is a
nice twist with the situation most university systems
are in today. Even so, the cost of the course,
transportation, and equipment is high but there
is assistance. SFS awards scholarships and no interest
loans to qualified students based on need. Last year
more than $50,000 in aid was awarded to 45% of
the participants, myself included.
The assistance does not stop here. The Explorers
Club has a grant program, The Youth Activity Fund,
which awards research grants to undergraduate
and graduate students undertaking field research
projects. Loan programs such as ALPS (Alternative
Loans for Parents and Students) also will give aid
if,y u can rec.e.ive cre_c,iit from ~ ~e~ Hampsh t~C;.
college.
_
,..
Earning credit for this program can be accomplished in many ways. I received credit through the

Zoology Department at UNH by taking this as an
independent study (Zool-0gy 7951) under the
direction of Dr. Arthur Borror. UNH Field
Experience will also award credit during the summer
through their department but you must pay per
credit hour received. Most students receive credit
through Northeastern University in Boston for
a fee of $70. These credits are transferable to many
u01vers1ties mcludmg UNH but you should make
arrangements with the registrar's office since
problems may arise depending on your major field
of study. .
· .
,
So now that these two hurdles, money and credit,
are overcome, what can you expect to gain from
the programs offered by SFS? Probably the most
important experience gained is the working and
living experience under field conditions. Many
problems, physical, emotional, and mechanical,
can arise when you live and work .with a tight group
for many days isolated from the rest of the world.
Nor all of the projects are centered in as harsh of
an environment as the Marine Mammal Biology
and Conservation course in Glacier Bay National
Park but many of the experiences are similar. I
look back on some of the confliets and comraderie
and laugh, but at the time they were of utmost
importance. In order to work efficiently, trust had
to be built within the group: At times this was
difficult, but not insolvable. I now know what to
expect the next time I work with a group of scientists
in the field. Each is an individual with his or her
own interests and concerns and each plays an
important part in the success of the project.
The project. SFS offers a range of topics to study
as well as a number of environments to study in.
If kayaking in Alaska and studying harbor seals
is not of your interst perhaps scuba diving off the
Virgin Islancls is. Eacn project is active research,
not facilitated research for instruction only, and
what you accomplish during the month or three

months with SFS will not go unnoticed. Important
environmental issues are being studied by SFS and
several of the final reports have been published
by professional journals. The New York Times
summed it up by calling SFS a program "providing
experience that can have a lasting impact." This
lasting impact is on the student, humankind, and
the environment.
Another awareness you will gain is how to study
the environment without impacting the environment yourself. This may sound trivial but it is
extremely important in undertaking ecological
studies. We could not have studied harbor seal
behavior in their natural environment if they in
turn were studying us.
There was one unexpected value I gained from
the work I did in Alaska. I realized it when I arrived
at LaGuardia International Airport after the course
was completed and my luggage did not. The
wilderness, unmarred by civilization -holds a beauty
and power all its own. During the extent of the
project I decided my life would be dedicated to the
study and understanding of these wild areas. I went
home to Warner, New Hampshire unconcerned
about my luggage. Maybe I would see it again and
maybe I would not. But it did not matter because
I could always buy replacements. With the wilderness, once it is destroyed, or lost it can never be
replaced. We must decide now what is more
important; people's careless exploitation of these
wild lands, or the preservation of them to be observed
in their natural state. Progress must continue, but
we must act intelligently. This is the School for
Field Studies' dedication and goal, maybe it is also
yours.
, · If you

are interested in SFS please write to the School
for Field Studies, 196 Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, for their free catalog.

An addict ·

Woes of an ·alarmed sleeper

By Jon Kinson

By Kris Snow

It is that time of year again. Time
when papers, tests, quizzes and eventually finals, take a backseat to America's pastime, baseball. I spend more
time with my head buried in the sports
pages than I do with it buried in my
textbooks, looking at the box scores
to see how well my heroes did in
yesterday's games; Rose, Seaver, Carew,
Ryan, Carlton and all the others I grew
up with. I am a baseball fanatic, addicted
to box scores and Baseball Digest. I
have met a few others here at UNH,
but most gave it up when they threw
out their baseball cards in high school.

was. Whiffleball was the closest I got.
I would pretend to be.Jim Rice as I
strode up to the plate. I was a lot like
my hero. I would strikeout.
The closer this season got, the more
excited I was. I studied hard for this
season, reading and rereading the
preview in Baseball Digest and buying
The Sporting News 1985 Baseball
Yearbook at the Cat's Closet. Even
though I am in financial turmoil, I found
money to buy baseball cards. After
throwing away the-bubble gum (I hate
it), f would cover the names and try
to guess who they were.

I traced my addiction back to my Dad,
an ardent Red Sox fan. Mom would put
up with us eating suppers in front_ of
the television on Saturdays, watching
the NBC "Game of the Week" and
listening to the Sox on the radio. My
roommate this year is less patient. He
hates is when 1 tell him the Red Sox
are the best, headed for the World
Series in October, and he constantly
picks on me for my ten thousand
baseball cards.
While my only experience on the
field was one year in the minor leagues
of our town Little Lea ue, a star I never

Last Saturday was one of my best days
this semester, as a friend took me ro
Fenway Park to see the Red Sox beat
the White Sox. I had hoped to see
Carlton "Pudge" Fisk, who is from my
hometown, Charlestown, NH, play,
bur he was our with an injury. Now
that the season is upon us, my answer
to soap operas, the Boston Red Sox,
are keeping me busy. I just wish I would
put as much effort into my studies.
Jon Kinson would like to thank his
mother for getting the complete set of 1985
Topps Baseball cards for his birthday.

Morning? Huh? School? Now?
Naaaaaaaaaah. Sleep ...
It hates me, I know it does. Every
single morning, rain or shine,_ winter
or spring, weekend or weekday it sits
there and laughs at me, flashing those
beady red eyes and cackling: 'Poor kid,
it thinks, poor disillusioned kid. Wants
to sleep, but I'm not gonna lef her. No
sirreee, I have a mind, and a voice, to
ruin her day.'
It does.

My alarm clock, that dumb-looking
brown thing made of fake-wood plastic
with a bunch of silver-colored buttons
on top, got me mad this week. Ir got
me more mad than my sister used to
when she made faces, jumped on me
while I slept, and threw all my paperbacks across my bedroom floor. It got
me more frustrated than a year's worth
of calculus, than a million-page novel
about a captain and a whale, than a 80ques rion multiple choice test about
vitamins and heart disease.
Ir go me so mad I picked it up and
threw it.

And when it didn't break, I got even
madder.
I think, perhaps, it is time to reevaluate our relationship.
OK, so I slam the dumb thing's
snooze buton a half dozen or so times
every morning. I mean little harmI just value, and value tremendously,
those extra nine minutes sleep per slam.
And I don't really mean to hurt it
when I pull it down from the bureau
onto the floor so I don't have to sit up
when those nine minute intervals are
up.

And when I threw it? At least it
landed on a sweater-no harm done,
honest. I'm not an alarm clock abuser,
nor really. I just value my sleep.
And I'll continue to. I'll grumble and
slam the snoozer and might even toss
the little pest again. And as for what
it thinks? To be honest, it doesn't really
marrer...I sure won't lose any sleep over
it.

Kris Snow could use a personal wake-up
service.

_
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ALL DRESSED UP BUT NO
WHERE TO GO???

Come on down to the MUB and apply for one of the many fine positions that the Student
Activity Fee Organizations have to offer. We are looking for talented people to make
our organizations prosper next year. Many of the positions are compensated and provide
valuable experience for you. Here is a lisf of the organizations and the openings for
each:

§

-

*WUNH. (RadiO Station)
BUSINfSS MANAGER :

*Program Fundfng OCganiz~tion (PFO)

II

*GRANITE .(Yearb·o ok)

•BUSINESS MANAGER:

§

__I

I

*STVN (Stude*t Television Network)

·

§

All Chairperson positions except SAFC
-STUDENTS FOR THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
-RESIDENTIAL LIFE AND DINING SERVICES COUNCIL
-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL
-FINANCIAL AFFAIRS AND ADMINISTRATION COUNCIL
-COMMUTER AFFAIRS COUNCIL
-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL___
-HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COUNCIL

§

§
§§
§
- §
§·

I

I

862-2165

(Deadline April 26) 862- 1494

*STUDENT SENATE

i

I
·I
I§

862-1280

Programming Manager
News Manager
Production Manager

Business Manager
Operations Manager
Publicity Manager

j

.I

.

I

*THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

(862-1490)

(862-2728)

COMMUTER ADVOCATE
· -News Editor
·-Features Editor

,-Production Manager
i

I

AEGIS:

fiction editor
drama editor

CATALYST:
editor, ass't editor

· -Ads Production Manager

APPLY SOON!!

I
§
§

I§

§
§
§

I
II

II
§8

Ii
§

§

II

I
I§

I§
I

II
I
I
I
§

I
§

AD ASSOCIATES (2)
ASST. BUSINESS MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER AND ASSISTANT

*STUDENT PRESS

I
I

§8

862-1305

I

I

I§
I
II

COORDINATORS

Acceptfng applications for all positions

§

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

(862-2541)

II
I
I

§
§

.

Also:
Photo director
Writers (all publications)
.b . M
Distrl ut1on anager
Photographers

I
I
I
I§

I·§
§
§
§§

I

I
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Arts & Features
Photo s-feat ure
·urba n trave l

A sample of Drew Sanborn's latest exhibit of photos entitled Records of a Weather-Exposed
Camera on display at Hewitt Hall. (David Drouin photo).

Femin ist interp rets histor y
By Marc Carroll
Early cultures, from 30,000
BC to 2000 BC, were oriented
towards women instead of being
dominated by men, said Karen
Smiley in the Forum Room of
the Dimond Library last night.
_ Smiley, who has attended
McGill Univerisity, the Univer- sity of Toronto, and MIT, and
has conducted similar workshops at the University of
Southern Maine, criticized theorists who have said "just as
young kids were attached to
their mother, so early culture
was attached to matriarchy." _
These male theorists, said
Smiley, add that through the
course of natural cultural development, matriarchal societies evolve into patriarchal
societies.
Smiley said society today is
male dominated and demeaning
to women only because ancient
female dominated societies were
invaded and conquered by m'ale
oriented Aryans.
Smiley argued that it was
women who were the first
potters, weavers, farmers, discoverers of language, culture,
and the civilizating ·aspects of
society.
To illustrate the way these
ancient matriarchies celebrated

women, and life's sanctity,
Smiley placed a Rock covered
with moss, a feather, a lighted
candle, a bowl of sea shells, and
a basket of scrolls inscribed with
matriarchaJ prayers, concentrically within a circular cloth.
The objects symbolized respectively the elements of earth,
air, fire, water and the spirit
these societies once held sacred.
In the center of the cloth,
Smiley had placed a plastic
replica of a 'holy stone' whose
original had been found in a
temple in Malta and was dated
3500 BC.
Smiley also present~d a series
of slides showing pottery, cave
drawings, figurines and birthing
·
chairs.
All the slides showed representations of women who were
amply breasted, with full
thighes and hips.
Smiley said this was npt
because women looked this way,
but because they were seen as
having a loving and overabundant view of life.
Smiley again criticized the
theorists who attributed these
representations as pornographic or indicative of the then
current cultural practice of anal
intercourse.

---------------

Many of the figurines, said
Smiley, were painted red in
celebration of menstruation.
Many of the figurines had
outstretched arms, symbolizing
the priestess position, or had
hands either pointing to or
cupping their breasts.
Smiley emphasized this was
not considered obscene, but an
indication of a widely held
attitude breasts were totally
sacred because they were a
symbol of everything lifegiving.
For the last slide, Smiley ·
showed a picture of a Roman
female nude whose breasts and
genitalia were hidden by her
hands . .
It was effective. The picture
totally jarred the comfortable
concept of openness established
by the previous slides. _ ·
Smiley ended her discussion
with meditation. People were
told to lie down in a circle while
Smiley read from a pre-written
script.
The experience was soothing.
Smiley asked everyone to imagine themselves being pulled
symbollically into the 'safe and
protected' womb of their foremother. From theres-he asked
us to travel along a narrow
passageway and into a 'large airy
sanctuary' where a seated woman said she is 'your most ancient
foremother.'

of the Brooklyn Bridge.· By Jennifer Coleman
The exhibit is arranged along
Visitors to Hewitt Hall may
find themselves taking an un- the walls in a book-like pattern;
expected journey as they walk each photograph is accompanied by quotations from the work
down the second floor hallway.
The photographs exhibited of a seventeenth century poet,
there, entitled Records of a Bash<?. The photographs are the
Weather-Exposed Camera, were product of Sanborn's travels
compiled by Drew Sanborn, a with his camera.
Basho suggests this in his
former UNH student. The exhibit was originally part of narrative at the onset of the
Sanborn's independent study ·"journey:" "The readers will
project, pulling together ideas find in my diary a random
and techniques learned over the collection of what I have seen
on the road, views somehow
past ten years.
The photographs provide a remaining in my heart-an
series of glimpses into life in isolated house in the mountains
the city. Among the cities fea- or a lonely inn surrounded bi
tured are Providence, Rhode the moor, for example. I jotted
Island and New York, New down these records with the
York. The series begins with hope ... that "they might be of
a shot of a train in the station. some use to those who would
Although abstract, the viewer travel in the same way."
can tell what the scene is. This - Sanborn shot his photois the beginning of the trip. grap~s from a distorted persNext a government building on pective. This allowed him to
an eroding hillside is shown,
followed by a picturesque view PHOTOS, next page

New movie is a
•
soarin g succes s

Ladyhawke. Directed by Richard Donner. A Warner Bros.
and Twentieth Century Fox
production, starring Matthew
Brodrick, Michelle Pfieffer,
Rutger Hauer. Rated PG-13.
By Steve Sandblom
The doldrums of school are
gettting to me, she said. I need
a quick break. Let me know of
a way to escape for just a little
while. Only if it's for just a
couple hours. Can you think of
anything? I think I just need to
_ experience some hard core
,_,,....__ _...,.,...,_.~

adventure ...
As a matter of fact, I do think
I can help. And don't flinch
when I suggest a movie. Michelle Pfieffer plays Ladyhawke
in the movie of the same name,
also starring Matthew Broderick
and Rutger Hauer.
Whatever you want to see in
a movie, this one seems to have
it all: humor, drama, adventure,
rom_ance, suspence, and probably anything else you can name.

MOVIE, next page

The woman calls upon all
foremothers to help transform
women towards a pride in their
heritage and reverse the natural
order of the myth that woman
-is descended from man.
You are then reborn and
experience inner sanctity and
pride in womanhood.
At this point, Smiley expressed an opinion that she was
bothered by the fact a man was
reporting 'this event,' because
a man does not experience
femininity or her program as
a woman would.

An attentive audience listens to Karen Smiley's lecture on
- women's participation in history. (David Drouin photo).

She didn't want to offend she
said, but she did. Her program
had been interesting.
Her statement left one wondering if one rnuld not simply
be asked to come to terms with
all one's ancesters, and if society
could ever stop trying to attribute credit to just one sex, and
start attributing credit where
it is due, to individuals.

Rutger Hauer and Matthew Broderick star in the new adventure
film Ladyhawke. The film is rated PG-13.

-
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Foosba/1: it's not a game for the limp-w risted
By Diana Frye and Andrea
and Scott Habbick, freelance
Holbrook
• foosballers who have dominated
The foosball tournament in the sport in the Durham a~ea.
David Habbick, co-star of the
the MUB Games Room Thursday night generated excitement winning team stated, "It was
for eight competitors, the a really close, really good game."
winners of which were David The championship came down

to_ the last ball in the final game,
with the team of Habbick and
Habbick edging out Lyndy Rutherford and Kevin Lynch. The
Sigma Nu team comprised of
Al Geefoster and Hank Furneach showed considerable

talent out came in third against
the studied skill of Habbick and
·Habbick. CofI?ing in a valiant
fourth were Tom DiMecco and
Jeff Foy, our newly elected
Student Body Vice President.
Like the soccer game it imitates, the players must be able
to adapt to different playing
conditions. The game is usually
played in pairs, two on two, one
defense the other offense, often
switching places.
With four people playing, rhe
game gets incense as the ball
goes zipping around a wooden
box controlled only by the wrist
reflexes of the players as they
maneuver plastic men on sticks.
"Usually a good player develops one or two skill shots and
concentrates on usrng those, ..
says one avid player. The fascination with this fast moving
' and intense game lies in the fact
that one doesn't have to be
athletic to compete. The game
is fast moving and intense. This
can be easily seen in the wholly
absorbed concentration of the
players and the quick swipes of
sweaty palms to pants legs in
between goals.
The position of simultanious1y being a goal tender and in
charge of the defense line led
·Players go head to head in last year's Foosball tournement. Dave Habbick plays, second from one student to comment after
admitting a goal, "The game is
left, while brother Scott looks on. (File photo.)
a lot of anticipation." Amici- '

Jones' latest lacks power:
across rather well. Jones, who
is credited with all instrumentation except the occassional
horn work, uses the synthesizers
and other sundry keyboards very
well, at times achieving a sound
that has a deceptively "natural"
quality to it.
·
The excellent pressing this
reviewer used was manufactured
in Germany, which accounts for
its unusual clarity and lack of
those annoying pops, etc. that
pfague the averag'e American
Howard Jones
pressing._This European copy
Dream Into Action
is different from the U.S. release
Warner Communications
Howard Jones' latest release in that it has two songs not on
cuts no new ground when con- the other version, but does not
trasted with -his last release, have two other songs that are
Human's Lib. His voice still has included with the American
a sweet sound, the synthesizers copy. ("Like to Get to Know You
still abound and the fluffy lyrics Well" and "Bounce Right Back"
are borderline to insulting in are only available on the American pressing.
thei~ simplicity.
·
"Specialty," one of the special
Dream Into Action is a record
for people who care for light, import copy songs, is indicative
mildly danceable pop music. of the album as a whole. BeginFeaturing "Things Can Only Get ning with a punchy synthesized
Better," which has gained a rhythm, the song soon fades into
certain amount of airplay re- a softer chorus:
'Bout time you realized
cently, this record highlights
You are a specialty
HoJo's vocal ability, which is
There is no one like you
extensive. ·
Spend your whole life worBesides the striking vocal
ability featured, this record was rying
'Bout what you could have
very well produced, making the
heavily synthesized music come_ been

Can't you lik"e being you
Other songs on the record
include "Look Mama," a song
reminiscient of modern Genesis
with its swelling synthes and
lame adolescent ~message, "Life
in One Day,'' a funky tune that
begins with an interesting
classical-style guitar and "Automaton," which is one of the
best songs with its appropriately
mechanic.al opening and fast
heat ("Automaton-no life in
there/No past and no future/Is
this a man").
There's no doubt that Dream
Into Action has its moments,
but as a whole, it lacks the
inspiration that makes memorable records. On an album that
highlights a singer's talents, one
would hope •to find lyrical content that is somewhat engaging.
But the vast majority of the
songs on this album appear to
have been written by a youngster going through a period of
post-adolescent angst.
Hopefully, on a future effort,
he can rectify some of these
problems, for - he shows, in
moments of true power, the
talent to produce a truly great
pop album.
BY THOM MROZEK

------ ---PH OTO S----- ---

-

include many natural elements
in this series. One photograph,
for example, shows a row of
birds on a telephone wire. This
commonplace urban scene is
. made striking by the steep
upward angle from which the
picture was shot. Such pieces
served as a welcome balance to
the harsh, concrete projection
of urban life the pictures display.
Th~ exotic image of a Japanese fish market is accompanied
by Basho's comment, .. Every
turn of the road brought me new
thoughts and every sunrise

(continued from page 13)
brought me fresh emotions."
Next the viewer is introduced
to images of loneliness: a dimly
lit hallway and a doorway bare
of everything but an exit sign.
Next is a row of empty chairs,
reflecting the same theme.
The remaining photographs,
accompanied by Basho's comment,. "Every day is a journey
and the journey itself home,"
portray the trip as ir comes to
a close.
This exhibit makes a subtle
statement. The works are si"mplt, ·but they are far from dull.

Sanborn is visually telling the
viewers a story as he leads them
along the corridor; he is inviting
them to follow along on his
travels.
As Sanborn explains at the
beginning of this book, "By
summing up the past, I also
hope to create a founc:lation for
future work."
Sanborn presents us with a
creative mixture of both visual
and literary outlets as a means
for exp~ession. This exhibit, on
display until the end of April~
s~ouJd not be·missed.

pation is the name of the game
as players jockey for shots at
a ball visable only as a white blot.
Like any game, foosball has
competitions. UNH's foosball
tournament doesn't really draw
crowds, so why do students show
up? The winners, for one dollar
each, go to an all-expense paid
weekend in Boston where they
compete·again, as well as cruise
the city and enjoy social beer
parties. After all says a player,
"Foosball is a social sport."
Being the social sport that it
is .explains why foosball tables
can be found at the Catnip Pub
and several fraternity houses.
In ~these places, social athletes
hone their skills preparing for
who knows whaL Ouc pldyc1
explained that he plays the game
because he is "hoping someone
shows up to test me."
Watching a foosball in progress makes the game se~m
rather silly as four tensed bodies
hover over a box attempting to
control a ball about one inch in
· diameter_ Once involved in the
game, however, it's easy to
understand why people become
addicted. The game has great
qualities including fun of participation without much exertion and enough time for socializing.

Pub show cases
stude nt talen t
By W. Glenn Stevens
Seven of UNH' s top amateur
acts will have the chance to show
their stuff tonight at UNH's
fourth annual student talent
show. It will be held in the MUB
Pub.
. .
The acts, including The Unprofessionals, Stimson and the
Zimbies, Bill Reinstein, John
Magnuson, and Porsche are all
musical groups. All of them
have less ·than five members.
Each group will have a maximum of 15 minutes to try to
impress the group of five judges.
There will be music provided
between sets by the Now Sound
Express to eliminate any possible chance of boredom.
The three top winners will
have tapes of their music sent

to the American College Talent
Showcase (ACTS) in New Mexico. If ACTS chooses an act to
perform in the national competition they will get an all
expense paid trip to New Mexico and a $1000 scholarship
from UNH. And if an act should
win the national competition
they will be awarded $3000 from
ACTS.
Winning the national competition is not an impossible
dream. In fact, UNH graduate
Mark Nizer won ih 1983. His
extraordinary juggling skills
have brought him national
acclaim. He's even met Bob
Hope.
The doors open at the MUB
pub at 7:30. Admission to the
talent show is 50¢.

-----MOVIE----<continued from page 13)
The newspaper advertise- quest. On the journey, one can
ments seem to sum it all up well: understand why the film is
this movie really is fun-filled dubbed "a magical, mystical
adventure unlike any you have adventure."
What they encounter and
ever seen."
Set in the medieval period, have to go through during their
the story is about a certain quest journey does not lessen their
of two lovers. A curse has made love for e-ach other nor the hope
it impossible for them to be they have for the future.
The movie makes the autogether and they have only one
chance ·- when day is night and dience stay interested and seems
night is day - to possibly break almost to let the audience live
with them and shar~ their hopes
the curse.
At night, Ladyhawke is a and dreams.
The acting in this movie is
beautiful women and-her lover
is wolf. During the daytime, she _superb. Matthew Broderick
turns into a hawk and he turns plays the prison escapee - a
back into a man. This curse will young, humorous pickpocketer
always continue while there is and Rutger Hauer and Michelle
. Pfieffer do an excellent job in
night and day.
playing the two lovers. The
They force an escapee from three are supp.o rted by many
a large dungeon/ prison ( th~ fine actors who all perform well
only es,ape in history from that with their roles.
So, if somebody asks you if
prison) to become their traveling companion. Later, they pick you've heard-anything about
up anothu corr,.;&nion who also Ladyhawke, tell 'em like it is:
helps in trying to complete the It's a wicked good movie!
0
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_Work at the Heart of UNH~ •- I

JOIN THE
MUBTEAM!!
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6 p.m.-midnight
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ANYWHERE IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE

-Pistachio's
-Cat's Closet
-MUB Catering
-MUB Pub

800-582-7341

-MUB Food Service Cafeteria
-Set Up Crew
-Information Desk
-Games Room
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Work-Study preferred
but all are welcome
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Drop-in
Basement Schofield House

Location-Top floor of the MUB
Thursday April 25th 10am-2pm
Friday April 26th 9am-2pm
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Sponsored by the Dept. of the Arts and
the Dean's Office, College of Liberal Arts

§

II

April 23, 1985
PCAC A218 12:40-2 p.m.

Art or Technology?

§

t
i
t

. ·

§

li~
l
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Harold Toush Sculptor/Fellow in
the Visual Arts M.I.T.

t
t,
i

-all types of music sought
-groups or singles
-don't wait, dates will
go quickly

For booking info
call Ruth Smith 868-1991

§

§

Prof. Emeritus B.U.
School of Fine and Applied Arts
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bookings for next semester
begin April 22

§

§.
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S SEEKING ••
STUDENT
TALENT

THE ENTERTAINMENT ALTERNATIVE
l

~

•

41,

Funded by PFO

-
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COMICS
GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS.

e

PON'T LOCK ME. OP!
I"LL Bf Goop!
I SWEAR.

0

0

--By GARY TRUDEAU

DOONESBURY

(continued from page 1)
away, you know that it's no
good," he said.
Mike McConnell, associate
professor of arts, and a few
students spent the day cleaning
out the building that McConnell
called, "the sculpture coops"
for their move to the new
sculpture rooms in the old
firestation.
McConnell said, "We're mov. ing any and all materials that
will be helpful in our new
facilities.''
"We have until Friday to get
it_all out, but we'll be finished
today," he said.
And by Wednesday night, the
coops stood stripped and empty,
a spot that in two years time will
nofct a center dedicated to advanced technology.

-PRE-PRE<continued from page 1)
out of advising situations,"
Seger said. She said she hopes
her brainchild this week will
create a "snowball" effect with
the Administration's plans for
improved academic advising.
Among the participants in
the program were English Professor John Richardson, History
professors Marc Schwarz and
Allen Linden, Life Sciences and
Agriculture advisor Suzanne
Lefevre and others.
"They said it was a good
program," Sege_r said. "They
thought it was too bad" so few
people sought advice.

~

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
YA KNOW, I
N€V€R KNEW THAT
HAVOC ANP MAYHEM
CO{J(.fl 8€ S0 ... 50 ,,€V€N
MORAU Y
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''MASK€/? MAIM€/<.'' ,vv..,tJV
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8RV!JAK€K"
/N... IN,..

111£ PKE/Jl1

''POV8tE ,
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''..,P(ILL UPW/11(/1 SUJWlY,
LOCK U80W llNfJ flFl't.Y
PReSS{I/?€ WH/1,€ P(JMM€l/N6

OfPON£NT;S SK<U WITH
fOt.PING CHflfF<..,. ,,

FBEE INITTING ADVICE
for our customers

INITTING WOBBSBOPS
SPECIAL:
Gather 6 friends for

,,,.-..:;

20% OFF fee and

::? -

a workshop scheduled just for you

i

(Beginner's; Icelandic; or??)

NATUBAL FIBER YARNS
Wools, cottons, silks, mohair
blends, ribbon yarn & more

PAffEBNS A-PLENTY

By JOHN LANE

BEN SWIFT
TERR\8\.f !
OUR
GAR6AGE
DISPOSALL

~ NOT \F

NO, AN AN\MAL

! '10U KNOW

SHELTER..

I WHERE TO

i
i

18 Ladd St. (off Market St.)

MAKE YOUR EDUCATION PAY
OFF!!
You have more career alternatives than
you think. You can get hired faster and
with a higher salary than most other
college graduates

SHOP.

SROKEAND?

HOW?
WE WILL SHOW YOU!

NEW ONES~

ARE SO ~
E)<.PE~Sl\JE. fl

1. We will write you a resume that will
get results.
2. We will help you identify your career
alternatives.
3. We will explain the impact of each
of these alternatives on your career.

DRABBLE

By KEVIN FAGAN
'lOu G~ L05~ lT, OADt
RE.ME-MBE-R 1'l-\E- OL.0
6A'f ll'll&:

''IN?lO~ E-\JE-R'{ F"Ai MAN
16 A1'\,\lN MM-.l WA\'f\N6

-ro &E., cur"!

OF (OU'<.Sf. I IN '{Ol)R

CME-, 1\-\~ M\61-\1 BE.
fwc OR ·nuZE.E- Of 'fl-lE-Ml

4. We will put you in contact with
executive recruiters that specialize
in your field anywhere in the United
States.
5. We will teach you how to find jobs
before anyone else even knows about
them .
6. We will teach you inter.viewing
techniques that will stimulate job otters.
7. We will teach you how to negotiate
salary and start dates with companies
Join the ranks of successfu l people
that we ' ❖e been helping since 1972.
The cost of ou( servcice is $60. Ca ll
for an appointment at any one our
convienient locations.

A POLLO CONSULTANTS, INC.
PORTSMOUTH
DOVER
ROCHESTER

436-2552
742-1961
335-1588

···········--··--···"'·······.,_~---..JII
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Apart~

,or Rent

CLASSIFIED·
I! I
9

Summer Rooms tor Rent at AGR, 6 Strafford
Ave., Durham. Kitchen priveleges, Cable
TV, off-street parking. Contact Tom or
Theron at 862-1306 or 868-9859
Summer Sublet. Females wanted to sublet
4 bedroom house in Madbury Road from
June through August. $150/month &
utilities (negotiable) call 868-9802. Ask
tor Cheryl or Suzy.
Summer Sub.let/ Fall Option in Dover-2
bedroom apartment (1 double~ 1 single},
large living room and kitchen, full bath,
5 miles form unit on Kari-Van, large front
lawn, plenty of free parkirig, $330/month
plus elect-call after 8:00 p.m. 749-6880
ask for Doug or Tom .
noommato noodod fomalo proforod non-

smoker, nice room in. big apartment. Call
Lucinda 7 42-0217 $175 plus utilities.
Summer housemates wanted-four spaces
available in six-person co-ed furnished
house (bedrooms partially furnished.) Cl9se
to campus, large yard with garden
$160/month includes utilities. all Peggy
at 868-1 991 .
Subletters needed tor summer! Apt. in the
coops, willing to negotiate a good deal.
Call Stephanie or Sandy at 868-9711 or
862-2455.
Three Bedroom house in Lee or Wheelright
Pond with private beach and dock, living
room, dining room, 1 ½ baths, large kitchen.
$950 / mo . heated. Call (603) 868-1580
days, 868-1303 nights. Will consider pets
and up to six people. AVailable June 1,
1985.
2 Roommates needed to share bedroom
in Davis Court apartment. Rent is $195/mo.
Heat and hot water incl. only 5 min walk
to campus. Non-smokers only please.
Contact Laura or Gina at 868-2966.
Roommate needed Fall 86 1 female
roommate needed for fall semester only.
Davis Court Apts 56 Madbury Rd-spacious
and quiet. Call 868-5461 ask for Nancy,
Terry .9J.Kim ._

'

_
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Faculty Residence available for 85/86
Academic Year. Fully furnished restored
colonial. 2 bedrooms, 1 ½ baths, living room,
dining room , eat in kitchen, study. Wood
sto v es and oil heat. Perfect for Visiting
Faculty, 1 O minutes to campus, on Karivan route . $600 per month plus utilities.
Call 659-3537.
Cape Cod Hyannis Beach or town . Gals,
rooms with fridge and kitchen priveleges
double occupancy. Apts , cottages , seas.on
only $55 week & up. Call Ed 617-778-1158
or Ceil 617-438-8151 Hurry (Keep trying!!)
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available
for 1985-86 academic year. Private to
entrace. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $850
semester, including utilities. Call 868-2217,
after 4 p.m.
For Rent 1 or 2 spaces available tor summer
sub let in beautiful apt. two houses from
Durham post office . $150 / month / person
includes everything. Females only. Call
Carrie at 868-7558.
SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE!! End of
Ma y thru end of August. Davis Court
apartments . COMPLETELY FURISHED ,
PARKING AVAILABLE. Must see to appreciate. $135 per month. Call now 8681672 or stop by Apt. 1B.
Cape Cod Hyannis Beach or town. Gals,
rooms with fridge and kitchen priveleges
double occupancy. Apts, cottages, season
only $55 week & up. Call Ed 617-778-1158
or Ceil 617 -438-8151 Hurry (~,eep trying!!)
Three Bedroom house in Lef; or Wheelright
Pond with private beach a,1d dock, living
room, dining room, 1 ½ baths, large kitchen.
$950 / mo. heated. Call (603) 868-1580
days, 868-1 303 nights. Will consider pets
and up to six people. AVai~able June 1,
1985.
Do you live at Young Drive? Are all or most
of your housemates moving out. If so please
call Matt at 201619 or 868-97 49 so I can
assme your lease. Please call before
Monday.
Summer Sublet with Fall option. About one
mile from downtown Durham. Two bedmom
apartment in a residential area.
$45_0/month incl. hot water. Call 868-1675.
Summer rent may be negotiable. No
smoking!!
Summer Sublet - Room in Durham house.
close to campus. Washer and dryer, off
street parking, and large private yard . $.140
neg. Call 868-6165 or868-1645. Tom.

ATTENTION!!! Want a great place to live
along with a great roomate? I have a new
2 bedroom apartment completely furnished
only 3 miles from campus in Lee. Available
immediately!! $200 per month plus utilities
(prefer female). Please contact Cindy Jupp
659-6775 or Gale 659-5932
Dover Summer Sublet with fall option . 2
bedrooms . W /w carpeting, laundry tac.,
parking, on Kari-Van route. 4 miles from
campus. $115/mo. or best offer. Call 7420531 ask for Susan.

Spend a fabulous summer at Foss Farm
Rd. Located 5 minutes walk from McConnell off Mill Rd . 3 openings for summer
available. $150 month plus utilities. Call
anytime after 4 p.m. to see the house. Ask
for Smily or Mike. 868-1352. Call Soon.
26 Year Old Female Grad looking for a
summer roommate. Great country location.
cIose to UNH, privacy, sunriy new aµt.,
own bedroom, not available in fall. Your
Share $200. Call 659-5932
Faculty family (now at Univ. Michigan,
formerly at UNH) needs to rent a house
in or near Durham for July and August or
· parts thereof. Local references available.
Call 749-2190 evenings.

____,,J[IIJ

~Help---,.Wan-ted

Activists Wanted: Progressive citizen's
network, working for affordable energy and
a sate environment is seeking articulate,
energetic people to join it's political staff.
Training/National travel! Great summer
employment/$180-225 wkly. For an interview, call (603) 225-4007
Ba((enders and Waitresses Wanted: No
experience needed: Positions available
now and tor summer job: Apply in person
between 7 p.m. -8 p.m. Open hours 6 p.m.til 1 a.m. Old Farm Pub 34 Locust St. Dover,
NH 03820 742-9808
Hawaii-FT. Lauderdale-California-VAilAspen-Bahamas-You can have money to
travel anywhere you like or buy anything
you want now! Are yu earning what you're
worth or would like to supplement your
income? Woufd you'·tt'Re to repre'sent
products that work and you can be proud
of? Join thousands ofsuccessful people
that make anywhere form an average of
$1 ,000-$25,000 per month!! NO travelingno door to door-Word of mouth is the key!
Products have a 100% money back guarantee. Make money now! Ask me howl
. CAIi 868 -1482 for an interview!
Responsible adult needed to babysit 2
children Fri-2-11 and Sun 2-12 . $70 .00 .
Call 7 49-1863 between 11 a.m.- 1.p.m.
Live-inn babysitter for summer for 3 boys
ages 13 ,8 and 1 O months. Salary plus
private room and board. Call 664- 2938
evenings or weekends
WANTED : THREE ADVERTISING SALESPEOPLE. Test your entrepreneurial ability!
Excellenrpaid training program, plus high
earning potential. Short-term , full-time
positions available . Possible long-term
positions in the future. Call 430-9668, or
436-8448 , or send resume to SNAC, Box
2, Portsmouth, New Hampshire , 03801.
(EOE)
lnt'I Student Orentation-Coordinator 1
position available summer 1985 International Student Office . Under guidance of
lnt'I Student Advisor , pran full orientation
program for new foreign students pay is
$200 tor project , starts in dMay. Apply
immediately to Marissa Choflich 202050
Work study preferred but not required.

Furniture-Used furniture for sale. Dressers,
tables, chairs $5-$15 . Call Lisa at 8682828.

Summer job available summer job
available- Hampton Beach-Crea.,tive Chef
at a small elegant cafe. For interview call
926-3542. Summer job available summer
job available

Refrigerator, aparrtment size, only 8 months
old, by lndesit. Measures 21' x 21' x 35',
approx. 5 cu. ft., freezer section, wood grain
extgerior. New $180-asking $130. Excellent
condition, call Doug 7 49-4070 leave
message.

SUMMER RESIDENT ·CAMP STAFF
NEEDED Ecology Director, Waterfront
Dierctor and staff and more. 625-6431 or
964-9824
EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH, a program helping disadvantaged students with
college plans, has summer WORKSTUDY positions open . Waried responsibilities include telephoning colleges and
students, letter writing and data entry.
$4.00/hr. Contact Carolyn .)11li,rn at 8621562 or apply at Robinson Hous , Rosemary Lane.
Work-Study job available tor remainder
of semester ; no experience necessary;
$0.bo per nour; GaII MIcnaeI come, ooz2771.
Work-Study and field experience positions
available for summer. Raising and training
deer fawns, caring for other wild animals,
general farmwork. Transportation provided
full and part time opennings. Apply now!
See Judy Ross Rm 103 Pettee Hall Wildlife
Dep't. or call: 2-1000, 2-3678 (days}, 6425252 (nights).

1979 Subara station wagon;' great condition inside and out; 5-speed, 38 mpg;
garaged since new; no rust; AM/FM: roof
rack, beautiful and dependable. $2,750
or best offer. Call 868-5122.

1

1

For Sale: Technics M215 Cassette Deck
with Dolby. Just 75 hrs. playing time . Need
the cash $60. Call Tom at 868-9718. Leave '
name and number. Will return call.
LOST & FOUND

Longboards-Perfect for spring at Tuckerman's. Head DH camps (220 cm), 2 pair
K2 DH (215 cm), Rossingnol strato (210
cm); also 77 lange anshees in good shape
(9½) and Hanson Teams in fair condition
(9½). Everything dirt cheap c~II Steve 7492518.

A sapphire-diamond necklace was lost
Saturday night, during the scandal concert
in or near the field house. If found please,
call 868-1979. A reward is offered.
Found: A calculator was found on 2nd floor
in Dimond Library Monday night. If you can
identify it, it's yours. Come by room 108,
MUB and ask for Lori.

1982 Kawasaki 550-L TD Black, low mileage. Good condition, $1,700.00 Telephone 742-6756.

FOUND Man 's watch on sidewalk between
lib1 c1 1y and Murkland. Sharon or 868-9678

MUST SELL!!! 45 Watt Sansui receiverTecnn1cs ueI1-urIve 1uIII1auIe - LyIi1.., ea
Watt speakers. Equipment new in '84 225.00 or Best offer. Call 2-2428 or 8689832 evenings and ask for Lori

•I_

Cai IIe k.. Thanks so much for the favor,
I appreciate it. Now you won't have to do
jus1 · anything" tor money, and I can see
U2 (you too)? Again Gracias P.S. (You don't
hav e to be involved in any physical contact
unless you want to be. Lori

1976 Fiat Spider Convertible. Black with
tan interior. Excellent running condition .
One owner $1,750.00 firm. Call (207) 6769024.

For Sale 71 Mercury MooJego V-8 A.C.
Hardly any rust. New battery, 6 tires, 2 of
WANTED: Employees to assist in general ' them brand new . Cheap reliable, transportation. Must sell to pay summer tuition.
public works maintenance and construcCall 742-0082 afternoons and evenings.
tion projects for the summer. Work to egin
in May. Full time employment for the
1980 VW Rabbit-Body in perfect cond-new
summer. Must be aavailable for the entire
tires, new battery, alternator, shocks.
summer--May 27th or earlier through
AM/FM Cassette, $2,000 or B.O . Call
August 30th and must be 18 years of age.
Chuck at 868-5839.
$4.76/hour Applications available at Town
TYPEWRITER 4 sale. Underwood 565
Office until May 3, 1985. THE TOWN OF
electric, good little machine. Includes case
DURHAM IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACand paper. Make me an offer. Call 868TION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY6286 after 9 p.m. or before 9 a.m.

ER.

LITTLE RED WAGON (Children's Theatre)
Auditions for 8 week summer employment
\includes salary, room, board .) For applications, call 862-2150

s._..,__-) [§]

1975 YAMAl-tA· T·>t-500 8 VALVE. TW~N
BLUE. NEW DUNLOP TIRES. ONLY 7500
ORIGINAL MILES. HELMETS. MUST SELL.
$750 659-5809

Motorcycles - 1978 Honda 185 Twinstar
14,000 miles $400 . 1972 Honda .CB 350 ,
15,000 miles, $350. Both have new Bat. teries , good-tires. 659-2729

_ Miscellaneoulfor
_

Are you gambling with your money?
Consumer Awareness/Personal Financial
Management Week - April 22-25. Workshops on utilities, banking, credit and
insurance all held in the MUB from 12 noon
to 1 p.m. Be wise with your money!
Come see your favorite comic in-the MUS
PUBI Laurel & Hardy, The Little Rascals,
The Three Stooges, plus more! Don't miss
out on the fun! That's Sat. April 20 at 7:30
& 10:00 in the Mub Pub. Bahaha!!!!!!
Jobs For Next Year!!! JOIN THE MUB
TEAMIII On Thursday and Friday April 25th
and 26th the MUB Employers will be
recruiting workers for next year. Work-study
preferred but all hard workers we:come.

1973 Toyata Wagon - Great engine. Body
needs work. Price very negotiable. Call
Julie, 868-6148 after 9:00 p.m.
"WELCOME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOW
GO HOME" bumperstickers. Only $1 .50
each to: BMC, Box 1900, Conway , NH
03818. Free list of wise-cracks available
on request.

GET RICH QUICKI The STUDENT PRESS
(including The Commuter Advocate) is
accepting applications for grossly overpaid
position~ for next fall. Deadline today. NO
experience necessary.
Music Marathon - DJ service available
for weddings, parties, dances. Call 207698-567& Ask for Ke~h

ATTENTION! There are a limited amount
KUSTOM 130 Watt guitar amp, 4 channels ,
of 1984 yearbooks on sale for $9.00 . They
with lead cabinet, 4/10 in. speakers. Rarely
may be purchased in Room 125, MUB at '. used . Mint condition. $395 or best offer.
any time.
Call Charlie 868-5698
"WELCOME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOW
GO HOME" bumperstic'kers. Only $1.50
each to: BMC, Box 1900, Conway, NH
03818. Free list of wise-cracks available
on request.

Do you teel almost right? but...not quite
pulled together? Add poise and confidence
through personal development seminars.
Si x sessions include physical and social
poise , and model preparation. ARISTON
Modeling Agency , P 0. Box 1724, Dover
_N_.H_._0_3_
82_0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADOPTION: Professional married couple
wish to adopt a newborn. Will pay all

COLOR ANALYSIS AND BEAUTY FACIALOnly $20.00 find out your natural skin tone
colors , best make up shades, how to color

medical, legal and counseling expenses.
Please contact Robert Bossie, 440 Hanover
St. Manchester, NH (603) 668-2222

coordinate your wardrobe. Bee happier
this spring. For appointment call 659-2268
or 431-1979 .
TASk is sponsoring a three-parfminicourse, "Strengthen Your Research Paper .

Kathy on Stoke six: I see you toasting your
bagels every Tuesday /Thursday but you
probably haven't noticed me. I'll have four
glassesotO.J . lfyourinterestedwriteback,
Sincerely on the platform

Skill. " Part 1-Defining a Topic and Developing a Thesis Statement. Part 2Accessing lnformatin in the Library. Part
3-0rganizing and Writing the Research
Paper. Thursdays, April 4, 11 & 18, 12:302:00 Dimond Library, Rm. 13, Floor B.
Seling 1976 Buick LeSabre 73,000 miles
new tires, gas shocks, brakes battery .
Clarion Stern cassette deck, with 4 speakers. Engine needs new bearings . I need
money for the· summer. Call Adny at 8623147. Only for $600.00

The DEBS: so who is gonna penny whom
in what room? Will Bernie & Clingen enjoy
each others company? Marlena, how many
are sharing your room? Why is Maeve
wearing pink? Will Chrissy act like a farmer·
or a real lady? How sensitive is Scooter?
How will Sona Celebrate? Will Rick be
playing doctor? Most important of all-Who
will win the award? Tune in next week, after
the weekend in Maine, for the answers to
these questions & the many more you 're
.:::.af:_ra.:::.i..:...d_to_as.:....k_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- -- - - -- - - - - - -

1977 Vega Station Wagon $400 - Needs
Gluten. Good Body and interior. Always
very reliabl e. Good battery. Extra wheels
and tires. 6'59-2729
WETSUITS: 1 Harveys Wetsuit - Farmer
John Style - men 's small - with hood. 1
Baileys Custom Wetsuit - Farmer John Style
- men 's small - with hood. Both are 1 / 4
inch thick. The Harveys is larger than the
Baileys - I've outgrown both . Call Steve
Evenings 7 49-7305.
For Sale: A Classic! 1~69 Galaxy 500 Ford,
2 door 72,000 miles . $500 or best offer ,
must sell by May. Call Tom at 868-1115
, between 5-7 evenings.
Ice Cream Lovers take note! 3 gallon tubs
available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering. Just $11.00 at the farm. 1 tub
yields 40-50 servings. ½ gallons too. Green
Dream 's Udder Place Rte 155-A, Lee 6595127 .
Write your own professional resume with
easy to follow line by line instruction form
$540 each (ck / m.o.) to SECRETARY, 13
Old landing Rd., Dur.ham, NH 03824
Betsy - Haven't heard from you tor a while.
Call or come by - Bill

FLOCH WOMAN- Many, many thanks for
the use of the canoe Monday, you were
, th e1 e in the clinch! Just for you, I took up
I1ai1aressingI Call for an appointment. Love
you, honey, Ann .

Kim - Haven't seen your tor more than a
half hour. How bout some time this weekend?

Jellybean, Happy 19th birthday. Hope you
have many many more! Can't wait for the
surnmerl Love va, Art

Phi Mu - Thanks for the spaghetti and the
mad stares. Hope you spent my pennies
well.

SUMMER JOBS
Cape Cod and the islands of Nantucket and Martha's
Vineyard have more good paying jobs open to students
and teachers this summer than ever before. Most require
no previous experience.
There are no employment fees.
For further info on the many kinds of jobs available
and how to apply send a LONG self-addressed
STAM PED envelope today to:
_

Cape Cod Summer Jobs
Box 594, Room 90
Barnstable, MA 02630

l[I]

Pers_onals_
·

TROUBLE - HI SPORT. NOW YA CAN
DRINK IN S.F. 7-85 (HEARD YOU'LL HAVE
A STOPOVER) HAVE HAD A GREAT TIME
GETTING TO KNOW YOU THIS SEMESTER. GOOD LUCK ABROAD AND IN
EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO DO. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY. IT'S BEEN FUN.
Mary S. Haven't talked with you for a while.
What's up?

I

---

Activists Wanted: Progressive citizen's
network, working for affordable energy and
a safe environment is seeking articulate,
energetic people to join it's political staff.
Training/National travell Great summer
employment/$180-225 wkly. For an in terview, call (603) 225-4007
Hey Covey-"Buffalo"I

Q: Why is Sue

smiling?
A: Because now she

can drink in
Illinois!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUE BEE!
LOVE YA, B.

....
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Crew teams host
Regatta Sunday
By Erika Randmere
This Sunday, April 21; UNH
Crew team will be hosting a
Regatta on the Oyster River in
Durham. Competing against
UNH will be Temple, Boston
Rowing Club and Lowell.
"The theme of this week is
aggressiveness!" said UNH
coxswain Scott Johnson. "We're
going to get our blades in the
water and really pump at it."
Temple is the men's leading
rival at the Dad Vail Championships. Last year UNH raced
eleven crews at the Dad Vails.
Nine of the eleven advanced to
finals. Though UNH won the
team trophy, Temple won in
racing against UNH. ·
The outcome of the Temple

-

race will serve either as a
motivator for improvement if
UNH loses or will give them
the mental edge going into Dad
Vails if UNH is victorious,
according to Johnson.
The women's crew team will
be competing against Boston
Rowing Club. This club is made
\J N H
up of post-graduates who are
~
· o\-\O\)S l::'
training for the women's na1'S
~~~T
W:: \ E \...
tional crew team.
Rrtt-/\M
\, ..., tVI f"\F\
The course runs from Dover
J2U"-~,'"'t
~ ,...
Point, a distance of 1750 meters
1)0 \ \...
to the finish line located on the
Oyster River across from the A map of the route to the crew Regatta being held Sunday as well
Reorgamzed Church of Jesus as the race route.
Christ of Latter Day Saints on ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Route 4 (approx. 2 miles from
boathouse). Competition starts
at noon till 2:30.

D

s,~

Herms,Richmond co-captains

By Chris Heisenberg
. Sophomore James Richmond
and Junior Peter Herms have
been named co-captains of the
UNH hockey team next year.
Herms, one of three seniors
on next year's team, had nine
goals and 37 ass"ists this year.
Richmond becomes the first
junior to captain UNH since
Graham Bruder in 1967-68.
Center Richmond was the second leading scorer last year.
He was also selected as the
Seveqth Player Award winner,
as the player who makes a large
contribution both on and off the
ice. Senior defenseman David
Lee won the Roger A. LeClerc
Trophy as team MVP. Junior
goalie Greg Rota won the Most
Improved Award, and Dan
Muse was selected as the UnI
sung Hero Award winner as
well as the Warren Brown
Trophy as outstanding left wing.
UNH has also announced
three more players will attend
UNH next year. All three are
defensemen, and bring the
number of recruits to nine this
year.
The players are:
Mike Roth, Hill-Murray High
School, Minnesota.-At 6'2 220
Peter Herms(9) has been chosen as a co-captain along with pounds, Roth was described as
James Richmon9 for next year's hockey team.(Charles Smith,Jr. the most awesome player in the
Minnesota High School hockey
file photo)

I

---------SOFTBA LL------_
games."
UNH rebounded from those
lapses and regained the lead in
- "We psyched ourselves out
for the second game because we
were thinking about how we had
played defensively in the first
game," said Stewart.

--W.LAX-(continued from page 20)

...

L

Sue Dooley contributed her first
goal as a Wildcat to the cause.
NU goaltender Patty
McCarthy hung tough in net,
stopping 26 UNH shots. Robin
Balducci made just two stops
for UNH.
UNH has now won its last
three games by an average of
17 goals. Saturday's game
against UMass will be a tough
test for the Wildcats.
"It will be an interesting
game," said Didio. "Both teams
car: score, and both can play
defense."
The game against UMass will
be at UNH's Memorial Field
Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m.

<continued from page 19)
the seventh with two runs to of those hits together in the fivego ·ahead 9-7. Linda Couture run third inning.
The only scoring for the
(two hits in the game) and Cathy
Vickery led off the innings with Wildcats came in the fifth
consecutive singles and one out inning when Mim Minichiello
later Grace Willis walked to load followed a Vickery single with
the bases. Couture then scored a home run. The Keene outon a wild pitch and captain Lisa fielder made a diving try at .
Buchalski followed with a sac- Minichiello's line drive down
rifice fly to the left to score the left field line, but was unable
to haul it in.
Vickery.
Keene answered with three
UNH had Keene down to its
final out with no runs in and runs in the fifth to seal the
only a runner on first, but two victory.
"I was really pleased with
singles and a walk scored one
run and brought reliever Cara Mim's home run," said Coach
Sheehan in for starting pitcher Job. "It was the first for us this
Barb Drotos. Sheehan didn't season."
The Wildcats (3-7) will try
have any better luck than Drotos
had experienced as she walked to bounce back from those
the first batter she faced, forcing . disappointing defeats when they
in the tying run, and then host Holy Cross for a doublemishandled a pop-up allowing header today at 3 pm.
the winning run to cross the
"We had a situation similar
plate.
to the Keene St. games last year
In the second game the UNH - against Holy Cross, when we
offense never got going as knew we should have won both
- Keene rolled to a six-run victory. games but we only split," said
Wildcat pitcher Ellen Geary Stewart. "We're really psyched
threw a strong game in defeat, up for Holy Cross and this year
allowing only four hits, but it's going to be different--we're
unfortunately Keene put three going to win."

tournament by THE HOCKEY
NEWS.
Kevin Schrader, Burnsville
High, Minnesota.-Another 6'2
defenseman from the Minnesota High School champions.
Mark Babcock, Triton Regional High School, Mass.-The
5'9 170 pound defenseman set
numerous league scoring records, and was selected co-MVP
for the Cape Ann League. Babcock was also selected to the
Globe All-Scholastic Team.
They join four other forwards, one defenseman and a
goalie who had already committed to UNH. They are:
Rich Burchill, goalie, Catholic
Memorial. (6'0 185 )-He was
selected to Team Massachusetts
the past two years, .. nd was
MVP of the team this year.

Jeff Cournoyer, Mt. St'. Charles, R.I. (5'10 180)-A member
of team New England, Cournoyer is a defensive defenseman.
Dan Prachar, Seaton Hall
High, N.J. (5'10 185)-A
speedy scorer from Peter
Herms' old school. Prachar was
N.J. High School MVP.
Steve Smith, Reading High
(5'9 175 )-A high scorer who
was on Team Massachusetts.
Led the Middlesex League in
scoring and was a second team
Globe All-Scholastic pick.
Steve Horner, Henry Carr
High (6'1 195 )-A big scoring
winger from Toronto. Was a
Metro B all-stai:.
Tim Schields, Henry Carr (5'8
180)-,----An intense player who
can play either center or wing.

SPORT SHORTS
Swim Captains Chosen
Mary Ellen Claffey and Pam Birsinger have been
named co-captains of the 1985-86 University of
New Hampshire women's swimming team.
Birsinger, a sophomore from Acton, Mass.,
competed in the NCAA Division II Championship
the past two years and earned All-America status
as a freshman when she finished 12th in the 100
breastroke. At this year's NCAAs, she finished
among the top 15 in the 200 breaststroke and as
member of the 400 medley relay and is expected
·
to earn All-America honors again.
Claffey, a junior from Trenton, NJ, will be back
next year with the team after taking part in the
Semester-at-Sea program this year. Claffey, who
also plays lacrosse at UNH, is a two-time NCAA
qualifer and has helped the team in freestyle and
butterfly events. She's Hnished as high as third
in the New England Championship.
Birsinger is majoring in social work and Claffey
'" is majoring in physical education.

Basketball Captains Chosen
Terri Mulliken and Denise Darling have been
named co-captains of the 1985-86 University of
New Hampshire women's basketball team.
Mulliken, a sophomore starter from Oakland,
Maine, led the Wildcats in scoring this year with
13.1 ppg and was second in rebounding with 5.9
rpg. The six-foot forward also finished with the
highest free throw percentage (72.1) and led the
squad with 23 blocked shots.
Darling, a sophomore from Milford, NH averaged
6.0 ppg and 3.1 rpg. The 6-1 player earned a starting
role at center. She combined for season highs of
17 points and 10 rebounds against Southern Maine.
Darling is majoring in health studies, while
Mulliken is majoring in· recreation and parks.
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Bergstein and Mello win in UNH baseball sweep
By Steve Garabedian
David Orr lined a base hit
through the drawn-in infield
to score Mike Shriner from third
base in the ninth inning to
defeat the Brown Bruins, 1312, in the opener of a doubleheader Wednesday, giving reliever Doug Bergstein his first
victory of the season.
In the nightcap, Kevin Mello
(1-0) picked up his first victory
of the season as UNH completed the sweep of the doubleheader squeaking by 8-7.
The sweep coupled with the

'Cats split against Providence
College 8-6, 4~7, improved their
record to 10-2.
Shriner led off the ninth
inning of the opener being hit
by a pitch. StanJurkoic dropped
a bunt down and the pitcher's
throw to second was too late.
Steve Larkin laid down a
sacrifice bunt to advance the
runners and Rich Wilkins was
intentionally walked to load the
bases and set up Orr's heroics.
UNH was down 12-8 in the
seventh inning but battled back
to tie it and send it into extra

innings.
Scott Chilson started the
comeback with a triple to rightcenter. Pinch hitter Peter Cornellier walked and was replaced
by pinchrunner Tim Hickey.
Brown's pitcher Steve McCarchy' s wild pitch on ball four co ·
Bob Soucy scored Chilson and
sent the runners co second and
third. Marcy Block's sacrifice
fly then scored Hickey and
Shriner tripled to leftcenter co
plate Soucy. Jurkoic singled to
score Shriner co tie it.
The Wildcats didn't lead in

the contest until the ninth, being
down as much as six runs at one
point, _but each time they clawed
back to tie it.
In the fourth inning, Brown
led 7-2, but New Hampshire
struck for five runs to knot it
up.
Orr started things off with
a chopper to the pitcher, Mike
DiChiara, who proceeded to
throw it away allowing Orr co
reach second. Chilson singled
to score him and Dennis Marcou
followed with a single that
dropped in just into the outfield.
Soucy' s bunt loaded the bases.
Block walked to force in one
run and Shriner's single scored

Shriner crushed Dushesneau's offering deep into leftcenter about 430' hiccin.g the
fence on one bounce. His collision at the place with catcher
John Plansky made him drop
the ball giving Shriner an insidethe-par k homer. Soucy and
Block scored on the play giving
UNH a 7-2 lead.
Brown bounced back with
four runs highlighted by Plansky' s two-run triple and Garofalo's second homer of the day.
Mello came in and closed the
doors on them.
Cornellier' s bloop single scoring Larkin in the third proved
co be the winning run. After

twu u1u1c. D1uwn then l.ha.ngcJ.

~fella

let

up

a run, David

Lorenzon relieved him and
pitchers, bringing in McCarthy.
Jurkoic advanced the runners threw no-hie ball for 2 and onealong with a sacrifice bunt, and third innings co earn his first
Larkin walked. Wilkin's sacrifice save.
Against Providence Tuesday,
fly plated Block to climax the
Jon Gilbert won the opener with
scoring.
Brown's first baseman Tom Dennis McCarthy slamming the
Wickham broke the tie in the doors for the save.
McCarthy came in during the
sixth with a line drive homer
over the left field fence. UNH seventh after four Friars crossed
came back to tie it on Wilkin's the plate. He got the lase two
RBI double which scored Shrin- outs to give UNH it's seventh
consecutive victory.
er.
In the nightcap,Jay Wickham
In the top· of the · seventh,
Brown scored four runs high- was banged around for six runs
lighted by John Monahan's two- · in two and one-third innings.
run homer, but UNH was not John Hendricks looked strong
in relief going four and twoto be denied.
In the nightcap, UNH bolted thirds innings allowing only one
out to a 4-0 lead in the first run.
inning. Block blooped a single
'CATS CLOSET
Stan Jurkoic was named playto center with one out. Shriner
was hit by a pitch from Jim er of the week (April 8-15) in
the ECAC New England divDushesneau.
Jurkoic singled scoring Block ision. In six games, Jurkoic
and when the centerfielder. batted .658 on 17 hies, scored
misplayed the ball, Shriner 13 runs and collected 13 RBI' s.
crossed the plate and Jurkoic Jurkoic had 5-hit games during
chis period against Connecticut
went to third.
Larkin's bloop single plated and Vermont.
The 'Cats move on to NorJurkoic and then proceeded to
steal second and cake third on theastern for three games over
an error by the catcher . Larkin this weekend. The three games
scored
on the catcher's pick-off against the Huskies are league
UNH's Mike Shriner(20) breaking up a doubleplay earlier this season. UNH swept Brown
contests.
attempt
that him in the back.
Wednesday.(Charles Smith, Jr. file photo)
UNH's next home game will
Brown shortened the lead
with Jim Garofalo's home run be against Massachusetts on
in the second, but UNH came Wednesday April 24 starting
right back in their half of the at 1:00 pm.
inning with three runs.
By Steve Langevin
Almost going unnoticed in inning Keene turned two sin- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Playing on the road this the disappointment of the dou- gles, a double steal and a pair
O
O
season has not been a pleasant bleheader loss was the good all- of wild pitches into two runs
experience for the UNH wom- around performance by second- co close within four at 7-3 and
en's softball team and that trend base man Lyn Holzman who scored four more runs in the
continued Tuesday when the collected four hits in the two sixth, despite having only one
Wildcats lost two games at games, including three in the hie, when they cook advantage
Keene State College, 10-9 and opener. "Lyn played really well of three UNH errors and two
8-2. T!J:ose losses give UNH a in both games," said UNH head walks.
"In the first game we had a
coach Jane Job. "She hit well
1-5 record this season.
7 -1 lead lace in the game and
"It's hard playing on the road and played strong defensively."
The Wildcats appeared to · were hitting real well, but then
because of the long trips in the
van," said firstbaseman Stacie have the opening game well in we had some defensive lapses
Stewart who had a pinch-hit hand, leading 7-1 into the which cost us,"said Stewart.
single in the first game. "We bottom of the fifth inning, but "We outhit them in both
definitely didn't play as well as then Keene State made their
move. In the bottom of the fifth SOFTBALL, page 18
-we are capable of playing."

Keene sweeps softball squad

V lleyba_ll an d S ftb a11"The Sacr1·ficial Lambs

-----FIGHTlNG B A C K - - - - (continued from page 20)
Colleen Cody.
"I don't know if it's doing any
good. The administration's
mind is made up," said Cody.
When Bigglescone was asked
whether or not the teams'
efforts coward changing the
decision had any effect, she said
she had not received any of their
letters, and didn't know about
their attempts.
"I don't know what they're
doing," said Bigglestone.
"It's not chat I don't want
softball, but being given the
resources we (UNH) have, we
had no choice. It's hard to know
that athletes are hurting," said
Bigglestone. · · ·

Bigglestone also said ic is
important for the women to
voice their concerns. The department is made up of dedicated athletes and she didn't
expect them to just accept the
decision without a fight, she
said.
As for other New England
Division I softball teams who
are also affected by the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) increased minimum game requirement, UNH
has been the first school to drop
the program, said Bigglestone.
"Some schools are expanding
their season and going south
where there's an opportunity

to play," said Bigglestone.
The UNH women's softball
team will not only be ending a
season next week, but it will also
mark the end of years of dedication to their spore.
"We'd really appreciate it if
the fans would come out and
support the team in our last two
home contests," said three-year
softball member, Lisa Markley.
"It would mean a great deal
to the team," said Markley.
The Wildcats will be hosting
Holy Cross today at 3:00 and
Providence on Tuesday, also at
3:00.

. This cartoon was submitted by a supporter of the
volleybaJl a·nd softball teams who wishes to remain
'ahhonymous.
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Sports
Men's lacrosse team turns back Eagles
By J. Mellow
Four goals by senior cocaptain Brian Byrnes and 18
saves by junior goalie Andy
Soma led the men's lacrosse
team to a 13-6 win over Boston
College in Cowell Stadium Wednesday.
.
The win brings the Wildcats'
record over the .500 mark to 5-1, and extends UNII'.s -winning

streak to three games.
"We played well, but we
didn't play as well as we could,"
said sophomore Barry Fraser,
who tallied two goals and an
assist in the win.
" We came together in practice (today) though, and we'll
have to do that to win."
The· Eagles seemed to catch
UNH off-guard at first, opening
the scoring with two goals just
34 seconds apart.
Five UNH goals in less than
five minutes shut down the
Eagle attack, however, which
was allowed just one ocher tally
in the period.
The second quarter then saw
single goals by Dan Gilday,
Steve Thomas and Tom Arrix
each versus a lone BC tally to
end the half, 8-4.
Although both BC and UNH
were able to tally just once each
in the third stanza, four UNH
goals in the last quarter to BC s
one ended the game 13-6.
"We did well, but we had
trouble, too," said Byrnes, "like
clearing the ball. We had trouble
clearing when long sticks were
out there and with a pressure
defense."
"To win, we're going to have
to play as a team," Byrnes added,
"keep doing the same we're
doing and improve every day."
The sophomore duo of Fraser
and Thomas presently lead the
UNH attack with 18 goals each,
while senior co-captain Steve

Giatrelis leads the Wildcats in
total points with 33.
Arrix, who tallied two goals
in Wednesday's game, has 17
goals and 4 assists in 9 games
thus far this season.
Soma anchors the UNH defense with a 9.71 goals against
average and a .610 saves percentage.
UNH next takes on St. John·s
Saturday here at Cowell Stadium. Though St. John's comes
into the game with a 3-5 record,
their losses include such games
as a 13-5 defeat by CW Post, the
only undefeated team in the East
this season.
"They're going to be goodthey've played some good
teams," said Byrnes. "To keep
winning, we've got to keep the
positive attitude, keep improving."
CAT NOTE-UNH - junior
Rich Halle returns to the field
this Saturday after straining a
hamstring in the Wildcats' April
6 contest against Brown. Sophomore Joe Nelson, who was also
injured at Brown, returned in
the UMass game to score the
game-clinching goal with 1: 17
remaining.

The Wildcat men's lacrosse team defeated the Boston College Eagles 13-6 Wednesday afternoon
in Durham. (Robin Stieff photo)

Women's lacrosse-t eam bombs Huskies
By Larry Kelly
The University of New
Hampshire women's lacrosse
team blasted Northeastern 191 yesterday at Memorial Field,
as the Wildcats exploded for 13
second-half goals.
The Wildcats (5-1, #8 in the
nation) have won four straight
heading into Saturday's showdown with #5 Massachusetts (6-

1

0). The game is crucial for both
teams in terms of New England
and national rankings.
UNH held a 6-0 lead after one
half, a half Head Coach Marisa
Didio was not overjoyed with.
"Northeastern played a concentrated defense, with eight
players back on defense. This
is similar to UMass' defense.
We didn't challenge their de-

fense in the first half. We did scored unassisted at 7: 18, and
better in the second half, which Kittredge scored a minute later
resulted in more goals," said to give UNH a 3-0 lead.
Didio.
Sandy Vander-Heyden, GeAnne G. Sherer and Suzie romini and Pauline Collins also
Haynes each scored four goals scored for the Wildcats.
to lead the 'Cats to the win.
Tina Dunphy got the HusKaren Geromini and Sarah Kit- kies' only tally a minute-andtredge each fired home three a-half into the second half to
for UNH.
cut the UNH margin to 6-1. But
The scoring was balanced for then it was all Wildcats.
the Wildcats in the first half as
Sherer and Haynes each netsix different players scored for ted three goals to pace the 'Cats
UNH . Sherer put the 'Cats up in the second half. Freshman
1-0 at the 5 :46 mark. Haynes W.LAX, page 18

Teams fight back
against decision
By Julia Barker
The UNH women's softball
and volleyball teams are combining efforts to change the
recent decision by the UNH
Administration regarding the
status of the two teams.
The decision, made by UNH
Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Director, Gail Bigglestone, and UNH President, Gordon Haaland, changed the
Varsity volleyball team to a club
· sport. The women's soccer team
will move from a club sport to
varsity, and the Varsity softball
program will be eliminated at
the end of the 1985 season.
The softball team's reaction
to the decision was "initially
disbelief and outrage," said twoyear member, Grace Willis.
"Now we can't accept it and
have to change it," said Willis.
Petitions are presently being
UNH's Suzie Haynes(9) passes the ball to a teammate against Northeastern yesterday afternoon.
circulated
by both the volleyball
UNH won 19-1.(Robin Stieff photo)

and softball teams in an attempt
to change the decision.
Team members have also
been submitting letters to the ·
UNH Board of Trustees and
New Hampshire Senators and
Congressmen. The letters are
basically rebutals to the press
release by Bigglestone and Haaland, said Willis.
One board member responded with sympathy for the
teams, but felt there was nothing she could do, and that the
decision was not done without
reason.
Another board member didn't
see any financial problems and
couldn't see reason for the
decision.
The volleyball team will also
be distributing flyers to the
student body in an attempt to
heighten student awareness and
supnort. said volleyball captain,
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